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Memphs Edlt'en
Volunteers prepare the 22,000 panel
AIDS Memorial Quilt for its Washington
display Oct. 10. Over 6,000 volunteers assisted with the display.

November 1992
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NAMES Project Displays

Country Singers To

Fight AIDS
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
CountrymusicstarsKathyMattea
and Mark Chesnutt will perform
Nov.
AIDS.8 tohelp raise funds tofight
Their concerts at Riverfront
Parkwill be thefinale ofanevent
called "From All Walks ofLife,"
a pledge walk to raise money for
groupsthathelppeoplelivingwith
Organizers said they hope to
raise more than $100,000 and have
3,000 people walking for pledges.

Help

22,000 Quilt Panels

The event is modeled after similar
projects in other cities.
At the nationally televised
Country Music Association
awards show two weeks ago,
Mattea mentioned the names of
several friends who have been
stricken with Acquired Immune
Deficiency Syndrome..
She is known for her hit
"Where‘ve You Been." Chesnutt‘s
"Tl Think of Something" was a
No. 1 record in August.

Abound in Gay

_

—andLesbianCommunity —
October 29
No less thaneight benefits in
Miss Gay Memphis
Memphis and Nashville are
Rumples — Memphis
planned by organizers raising
Benefits Friends For Life
money for AIDS and Gay—related—
HALLOWEEN
organizations during the next few .
Masque
for AIDS
weeks.
328 Performance Hall — Nashville
According to representatives of —
Benefits Nashville CARES
AIDS service organizations, it‘s
— High Heels,High Hats,
nonetoo soon. Fall and winter ex—
penses are high.
Beale St. LandmgMemphis
"We get a breakin the early fall
Benefits Friends For Life
whenthe weather turns cool, but
not cool enough to require heat,"
November
said. Allen Cook, president of ~ Clinton—Gore Victory Party
Warehouse 2 — Nashville
«— Friends For Life, Memphis‘ AIDS
Benefits PLWAs
© service agency. Cook indicated
that his agency helps some clients
November —
with utility payments.
From All Walks of Life
_
Some organizations are throw—
Walk—A—Thon — Nashville __
ing benefits for general support
Benefits various AIDS agencies
and others for specific reasons.
November
Some are even holding fund rais—
That‘s Entertainment
ers to raise front money for bigger
WKRB — Memphis
Provides money to purchase
fundraisers.
October
"A Leap of Faith"
Recent art by Tim Andrews
Working Space Gallery
Benefits Friends For Life
October 25
"World ofPassion"
Playhouse on the Square — Memphis
Benefits Friends For Life:
SpecialBenefit Show
Reflections —Memphis
Benefits Friends For Life

Thanksgiving and Christmas food
baskets for needy Gays, Lesbians,
and PLWAs.
November
CARES Night
Crazy Cowboy — Nashville
Benefits Nashville CARES
Showcase for Showhouse
__ Chaps — Memphis
Benefits "Living Rooms," a
showhouse which will benefit the
Adult Special Care Clinic

grass and attached each section.
Some incorporated photographs,
or poetry or sheet music. One con—
WASHINGTON (AP) —Tens tained a well—worn leather jacket.
of thousands of people walked Another a Boy Scout uniform. Still
through the shadow of the Wash— another a Teddy bear.
After waiting for the rain—
ington Monument on Oct. 10 to
view the 15—acre AIDS memorial soaked monument grounds to dry,
quilt and pay tribute to the dead some 3,000 volunteers worked
systematically to unfurl the sec—
on more than 22,000 panels.
Even as the crowd threaded the tions of the existing quilt and align
grid—like walkways separating the them along the walkways.
Many of the visitors searched
quilt into large squares, the memo—
_.
rial to those who have died of for a familiar name.
And as they walked more vol—
AIDSgrew measurably larger.
Friends and family members unteers read into microphones the
lined up at a string of tables stretch— names of those memorialized by
ing 50 feet across the grass to the quilt, name by name. The read—
present new panelscommemorat— _ersoften personalized the task,
ing even morepeop : who have e adding the names offriends, rela— _
tives and lovers who have died of
died of the disease.
"We must have taken in more AIDS.
"For loved ones and for friends
than a thousand," one volunteer
its a part of the grieving process,"
said. —
Neil Willenson, an AIDS activ— said volunteer Bob Linden, a hos—
ist from Milwaukee, said he "per— pital administrator from Baltimore.
sonally saw over 1,000" new pan— "On another level it also supports
els by noon and quoted another consciousness raising about the
volunteer as estimating 3,000 new problem of AIDS. And it encour—
ages people to become involved in
panels were added.
Volunteers accepted the panels, some way. It can mean different
verified the names on them and things for different people."
The NAMES Project AIDS
placed them on growing stacks.
Others spread the panels on the Memorial Quilt was first displayed
By Lawrence L. Knutson
Associated Press Writer

Gay Republicans
p.2
Memphis News
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p. 16
Colorado and Oregon
Referendums
p. 22—23
Entertainment News
p. 25
PLUS
Lady A‘s Rounds,
Personals,
Resources,
Map and Calendar,
And More!
inWashingtoninOctober1987.At
thetime,ithad
1,920panels.Itre—
turned
to
the
capitalin
October
1988andOctober1989,eachtime
expandingrapidly.Ithadapproxi—
mately21,000beforethenewones
—
were
accepted.
The
quilt
weighs
morethan26tons.
Therearepanelscommemorat—
ing
people from all 50 states,
PuertoRicoand29othercountries.
About
152,000Americanshad
died
ofAIDS
as ofJune 30, ac—
cordingtotheCentersforDisease
Control.

y StudentKicked Out of ROTC Voted

Flomecommg King
ORONO, Maine (AP) — surprised," said Snow, 21, a psy— dets are asked tosignlettersindi—
University ofMaine student who chology
major andformer ROTC catingtheyarenotGaybeforeen—

was dropped from the school‘s Air
Force ROTC program after ac—
knowledging he is Gay says he has
been surprised by the support from
the campus.
Fellow students rallied behind
Neal Snow by electing him Home—
coming King during the
weekend‘s festivities.
Snow, who was one offive can—
didates, thought the recent publicity
about his plight might work against
his bid for king. Now, he believesit
worked in his favor instead.
"I didn‘t think they would want
me to be their king so I was very

cadet captain.
Snow, who remains enrolled in
ROTC although he isn‘t allowed
to participate, said the support
from students demonstrates chang—
ing attitudes about Gays.
"This wouldn‘t have happened
four years ago. People are so much —
more aware now and attitudes are
improving," he said. "Gay rights
is an issue this year in the presi—
dential campaign."
Snow is being dismissed be—
cause of a Defense Dept. policy
prohibiting Gays from serving in
the U.S. military, and ROTC ca—

rollment.
Theuniversityisworkingwiththe
NationalAssociationofUniversities
andLandGrantCollegestochange
thepolicy,whichconflictswith the
university‘sownanti—discrimination
policyadoptedin1987.
Snowrevealed his sexual orien—
tationtochallengetheROTCpolicy,
andheaskedfellowstudentstowrite
letterstoCongressprotestingtheanti—
Gaypolicy.
Snowsaid
anticipatesgetting
h#Forcesoon.Hesaidseverallawyers
dismissal hepapers
from the Air
havecontactedhimabouthiscase.

Opinions expressed in editorials and

Reader Opposes Gay Republicans
By David Burton
Guest Commentator
The following commentary was received as
a "letter to the editor."Because ofits length, we
are running it as a commentary. In fairness, a
companion piece was written to appear with it.
During the Republican National Convention
this summer, the political progeny of Abraham
Lincoln turned their party over for two nights
to far—right, notorious Gay—bashers Pat
Robertson and Patrick Buchanan. The Repub—
licans gave these gentlemen an international
platform from which to espouse hatred, fear,
intolerance, and even subtle calls for violence,
especially in Buchanan‘s cry to "take back our
culture." And Gays were not the only group who
were officially bashed by the Republicans; no
minority was safe, norwere women, from their
invective.
In this atmosphere of ignorance and intoler—
ance not seen in forty years since men like Joe
McCarthy and Roy Cohn were at last silenced
by their own excesses, George Bush took the
podium and accepted his party‘s nomination for
a second term as President of the United States.
It is, then, incomprehensible for a Gay man or
woman to cast their lot with the likes of
Buchanan and Robertsonby casting his or her
vote for George Bush. It is unforgivable for a
leader of the Gay community to support the
front—men of these policies, and it is a personal
affront to every Gay man and woman every—
where, and a blow to the goals of freedom, per—
sonal expression, and peaceful co—existence that
our community has worked so hard for since
Stonewall.
Surely no Gay person could be so easily
duped into accepting these policies of persecu—
tion. Surely no Gay leader could be both stupid
enough and criminally negligent enough to the
interests of the community which he represents
to support Bush/Quayle, but also to actively
publicize that support by wearing a Bush/Quayle
pin in public and in his own Gay business. Surely
not. Unfortunately Memphis, to our great shame,
has a Gay man who operates Gay businesses
who is doing just that, and that man is the owner
of Reflections, Tommy Stewart.
Now perhaps Mr. Stewart will try to deny
that he is a Bushsupporter, but sadly for Mr.
Stewart, I approached him myself as a Clinton
volunteer during the Mid—South Fair thinking
that he would certainly agree to wear a Clinton/
Gore pin. What Gay leader would be hypocriti—
cal enough to refuse? Refuse is just what he did,
and not politely. When Mr. Stewart reappeared
an hour later, he was proudly sporting a Bush/
Quayle pin, which he later that evening wore at
Reflections.
I respect, as we must all respect, diverse
views, as long as those views would not dis—
criminate against us, and I respect, as we all must
respect, the right of any individual to make a
decision, even the wrong one, except when that
wrong decision would actively seek to perse—
cute us. Unfortunately those are the very issues
at stake in this campaign. The Republicans have
raised issues which go beyond the normal po—
litical ideology. This campaign is not a choice
between two slightly different philosophies; it
is a choice between a candidate who would ac—
tively persecute us at every turn, and a candi—
date who has had ‘the political courage to
publicly state that the persecution of Gays must
stop, and that our rights must not only be guar—
anteed, they must be protected and enforced by
the federal government. And when a Gay busi—
ness owner, who would not even be permitted
2—The Triangle Journal News — November 1992
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to operate a Gay disco if his party of choice had
its way, who makes his very living from the
community which is being persecuted, supports
George Bush, he supports the Republican Party,
which has officially adopted in its platform anti—
Gay provisions.
Now some of you may say, "But George
Bush never said those things. Pat Buchanan said
them." Do not be deceived. George Bush is not
just the President ofthe United States, he is also
the leader of the Republican Party, and there—
fore anything the Republican Party says, he says,
and by definition, he endorses. (And anyone
who thinks that George Bush and his people
didn‘t have prior approval over every word of
every speech that was uttered at that conven—
tion is living in a world just as out of touch with
reality as the Republicans are with their Father
Knows Best and The Donna Reed Show family
values.)
~The most dangerous threat to our liberties
comes not from the outside, from clearly iden—
tified enemies, but from our enemies within, the
insidious creeping enemies who work inside our
own ranks to destroy us. Persecution of any
minority must not be tolerated anywhere, butit
is somehow more horrible, more frightening,
and certainly more dangerous when the perse—
cution comes by that group‘s own hand. And
how can we, the members of the Gay commu—
nity, stop persecution by others if we are pow—
erless to stop it from within? Anyone who
supports George Bush, who thinks Bush really
doesn‘t believe what the Republicans believe,
consider this: He promised us no new taxes and
then raised them anyway when he knew that he
would have to face the wrath of the voters come
re—election time. Imagine what he would be free
. to do in a second term when he would not have
the wrath of the voters to consider. And to any
of you who support Tommy Stewart and Presi—
dent Bush who think the Gay—bashing can‘t hap—
pen to you, I say to you, think again.
Gay—bashing has risen steadily in the twelve
years the Republicans have had free reign, and
it continues to rise. Why have Gay hate crimes
increased? Is it because people are more evil
now than they were 12 years ago? Certainly not.
It is because the Republicans have allowed Gay—
bashing to become respectable by engaging in
anti—Gay rhetoric and promoting the steady ero—
sion of our civil rights. The Republicans, guided
first by Mr. Reagan and now by Mr. Bush, have
allowed an atmosphere of hatred and intoler—
ance of Gays to fester and grow in America,
and physical violence is the natural outgrowth
of that atmosphere.
&
3
If any of you support Bush while thinking .
that your civil rights have not and will not con—
tinue to dissolve because you are a doctor in the
military, or a travel agency owner, or a pharma—
cist, or a lawyer, think again. You are the spiri—
tual brothers and sisters of the Gays and Jews
in Germany who supported the Nazis, and if
you do not remember what happened to them,
you truly shall be condemned to live history as
it must surely repeatitself.
And Tommy Stewart, since you are the Gay
owner of a Gay business, and you support Bush
and his bashers for whatever convoluted, self—
ish, elitist, misguided reasons,then I say to you,
read the Triangle Journal News which accepts
your advertising. Their position states, "Clinton
or Bush?—For Gays, Lesbians, Women, the
Choice Should Be Clear." I also ask you, how
dare you take money from the Gay community —
while supporting—not just condoning—the
anti—Gay policies ofthe Republicaris? How dare
you earn your living from the Gay community
when Mr. Bush‘s record on AIDS is such an
indictment against him that even Magic John—
continued on page 24

commentaries are those of the authors

In Defense of Gay Republicans
By Allen Cook
TJN Editor
It is a grave error to assume that because one
is Gay or Lesbian, he or she is or must be a
Democrat. There are, in fact, a large number of
Gay people who articulately defend their be—
liefs in the Republican Party and vote accord—
ingly. There are even Gay Republican
organizations. While I don‘t necessarily agree
with them, they must be both allowed to hold
their beliefs and express them if that is their
desire. It certainly is not in the best interests of
our community to attack someone because they
are a self—described Republican. Quite frankly,
you‘ve got to give credit to someone for stand—
ing up for their positions in the view of over—
whelming opposition.
We all must remember that political rhetoric
is simply that—rhetoric. Republicans are ap—
pealing to a small groups of anti—choice, funda—
mentalist, conservative people. What they say
is designed to appeal to that minority because
they substantially helped Reagan get elected in
1984 and 1988.
It is evident to me, for example, that while
the Republican Platform says one thing, both
George Bush and Dan Quayle don‘t necessar—
ily believe and embrace every tenet of the plat—
form... look at their backpedaling on the abortion
issue. The Republican platform allows no ex—

ception on abortion, but both Bush and Quayle
have softened that stance somewhat.
Having been interested in and—studied the
McCarthy era and the tactics the likes of Roy
Cohn and Sen. Joe McCarthy used, my percep—
tion is that Mr. Burton is using exactly the same
tactics.
I will agree that Tommy Stewart is a contro—
versial character; it is part of his personal style.
To call him a Gay activist is to insult him. To
call him a leader of the Gay community is a
mistake. Certainly he is a member of the Gay
community and I believe is proud to be one.
But it certainly is an error to assume that be—
cause one owns a business catering to Gay cli—
entele that he or she should automatically
embrace every word of OUR rhetoric.
It is also a mistake to require a litmus test of
anyone in the Gay community regarding vot—
ing. We are not one—dimensional peopleand
should not be expected to vote on the basis of a
single issue.There are a great many Gay men
and women who are not pro—choice, as an ex—
ample. Yet that is a position that Gay people
are expected to take.
On the one hand, we deplore the fundamen—
talists who insist their candidate be pro—life, but
do we not have the same type of expectation in
that our choice of candidates must be pro—Gay?
What about economics? What about education?
continued on page 24
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Activists Throw

Ashes at White
House

WASHINGTON (AP) — AIDS
activists, who sprinkled the cremated
remains of AIDS victims at the White
House gate, linked arms to circle the

11 after laying flowers and white
ashes from a small box just inside the
White House fence. Police on both
sides of the fence took no action
against Burke, who was surrounded
by several hundred peaceful protest—

Ellipse, where scores of AIDS activ—

Mounted U.S. Park Police pushed

The demonstrators had spent the
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Campus Recruiters
school
sanctionsdiscrimination.
ThePentagonsayshomosexuality
undermines
militaryhavediscipline,
and
military
officials
discharged
peoplewho
said that
they thewerelawGay.school
Allen
wrote
"has
given (thethrough
military)theauselicense
to
discriminate
of
the
school‘sservicesand
facilities."
Gay
and
Lesbian
students have
beenofferedfewerplacementoppor—
tunities
than heterosexual
students,
Allen
continued,
and
"have
theprofessionalandeducationalbenefits
stigma, humiliation andsuffered
loss of
asful aconduct."
result ofthe defendants‘ unlaw—
The violated
lawsuit charged
that
theagainst
uni—
versity
a
1991
law
discriminationbasedonsexualorien—
tation.
Lawschoolofficialshavecon—
tended
thatrecruitersbegiven
a 1984 law requires
that
military
the
same
accesstopublicuniversitiesasprivate
businesses.
Thelawschoolrequiresrecruiting
companies
todiscriminate
sign a waiverbased
statingon
they
do
not
race,
religion or sexual orientation.
Militaryrecruitersatthecampushave
crossedtheoutwaiver.
"sexual orientation" and
signed

Judge Bars

HARTFORD, Conn. (AP) —The
military has been temporarily barred
from recruiting at the University of
Connecticut School of Law because
of Pentagon policy against accepting
homosexuals.
The ruling Oct. 14 by Superior
Court Judge Frances Allen was the
first of its kind by a state court, said
lawyers from the Connecticut Civil
Liberties Union.
"I think it is a very significant de—
cision that could place Connecticut in
the forefront of equal rights for Gays
and Lesbians," said William Olds, a
spokesman for the CCLU, which is
handling the case for the law school‘s
Gay and Lesbian Students Associa—
. tion.
f
A Pentagon spokesman said the
military would comply with the tem—
porary injunction.
"If the law says we can‘t recruit
there, then we won‘t recruit there,"
said Lt. Col. Doug Hart.
The injunction remains in effect
until the court rules on a lawsuit filed
in May by the Gay and Lesbian Stu—
dents Association.
The students want military recruit—
ers to conduct their interviews off
campus, saying their presence at the

Salt Lake County Prohibits
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the
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Nureyev Has AIDS, Report Says
LONDON(AP)—TheRussian—
would
nevertalk about his disease.
born
dancerRudolfNureyevissuf—
TheFrenchballetpresshaswrit—
fering fromsays.AIDS, a British tenrepeatedlyaboutNureyev‘spal—
newspaper
lor,
weight
loss andit tofatigue
but im—
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Nureyev
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appeared
haggard
never
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and weak
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in mune deficiency syndrome.
Paris
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Atchoreography
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ago. to heart
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A spokesman at The Paris Op—
era Ballet, where Nureyev has been
working, said that he had "nothing
to say" about Nureyev‘s illness.
London‘s
quoted

Daily

Express on

Vladimir Reine,
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as

a close

whom

it

friend of the

Russian dancer, as saying Nureyev
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butaccept
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"Rudi
will
simply
not
AIDSNureyev
is a problem."
left Paris
Oct. 9 with
friendsto vacation
intheCaribbean.
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Tampa Human Services

Suicide Panel May
Propose Programs

Forbade Lesbian Foster Parents
for Gay Teens
Matthews and Kohler contend the
boy, referred to in court papers as
"M.C.," was taken away in March
because they are Lesbian. HRS
records describe their home, which
was given a temporary, three—month
license in January, as "excellent" for
foster care.
Hill told The Tampa Tribune in a
story published Oct. 8 she didn‘t re—
member ever discussing the status of
homosexuals as foster parents with
licensing counselors.
In her statement, Peterson said
single people can serve as foster par—
ents, and they can date and engage in
sexual activity. The line is drawn at
sleeping over or having sex while the
children are in the home, she said.
Peterson‘s statement shows that
HRS‘ argument about the unmarried
couple rule is "pretty much of a
smokescreen," Smeltzly said.
Smeltzly said it shouldn‘t matter
if couples are Gay or straight, mar—
ried or unmarried, as long as they are
in a stable relationship. HRS has said
stability is the goal.
o
Meantime, a juvenile court judge
has appointed a guardian ad litem to
represent M.C.‘s interests. Matthews
and Kohler had sought that, saying the
troubled boy—now in his sixth foster
home—blossomed under their care.
Matthews had been counseling
him for behavior problems before he
was placed in their Carrollwood
home.

E. Lansing, Mich. OKs
Domestic Partners Benefits
EAST LANSING (AP) — The
City Council approved an ordinance
Oct. 7 providing health benefits to
live—in partners of unmarried city
employees.
City Clerk Susan Donnell said that
the benefits are available to full—time
regular employees who are not repre—
sented by a union. The city‘s unions
could negotiate for the benefits.
The East Lansing plan is modeled
after a similar ordinance adopted two
years ago in Seattle. It is available to
the domestic partner — heterosexual
or homosexual — or an unmarried
adult sharing the home and living ex—
penses on a committed and continual
basis.
Debate was heated at the City
Council meeting, which ran until 1:40
a.m. Members of the group Con—
cerned Citizens packed the courtroom
and outer hallway, cheering and ap—
plauding speakers who harshly criti—
cized homosexuals and unmarried
«couples who would benefit from the
plan.
Jim Phillips of the Lansing Asso—
ciation for Human Rights was one of

a handful of people who spoke in sup—
port of the issue. He said the issue is
equity, not the sexual orientation of
those involved.
"If the city provides for spouses,
they should provide for domestic part—
ners," he said.
Donnell said couples can sign up
for the benefits today and they will
be available as soon as the paperwork
is processed.
§
To qualify, couples must have a
sworn affidavit proving their domes—
tic relationship. They will also have
to wait six months after ending one
partnership before another partner
could apply for benefits. This rule is
the same as one applying to a mar—
ried couple going through a divorce.
The number of non—traditional
families in East Lansing — singles
living with roommates, alone or with
partners — increased from 47.9% in
1980 to 55.8% in 1990, according to
the U.S. Census. Only 35% of house—
holds in the city are married couples.
Ann Arbor implemented a similar
program this summer.

Apvernsing anp Susmission DEADLINE
ror Decemeer 1 992 Issue — Novemser 15
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K. A. Moss, M.S.
BOSTON (AP) — A commission
appointed by Gov. William F. Weld
is considering recommending that
high schools set up support groups
«andpublicize crisis hotline numbers
for Gay teen—agers.
The Commission on Gay Teen
Suicide also expects to ask high
school libraries to buy books on ho—
mosexuality, chairman David
LaFontaine said.
"We‘re going to systematically
approach school systems around the
state," LaFontaine said. "Ultimately,
we‘re going to have to find sympa—
thetic local people to work with us."
The group is working with Weld
administration officials to recommend
program and curriculum changes in
school systems. It‘s also pressing for
legislation forbidding schools from
discriminating against Gay students.
Weld appointed the 27—member
commission this spring after reports
that the suicide rate was rising among
Gay youths. The commission includes
Gay high school students, college stu—
dents and teachers, as well as hetero—
sexual clergy and parents of Gay
children.
Exactly how many teen suicide
victims are Gay is unclear, but a re—
cent federal study found that suicide
was the leading cause of death among
Gay teens. A state study found that
nearly a third ofthe 85 people younger
than 24 who killed themselves in 1990
were homosexual, The Patriot Led—
ger of Quincy reported.
LaFontaine said he hoped to get
insight on the problem from two pub—
lic hearings slated for November.
"We want to hear personal stories
from Gay adolescents about what it‘s
like to grow up Gay," he said. "We
also want to hear from parents, school
officials and classmates about how
schools deal with these issues."

"Dealing With Gay & Lesbian
Life Issues"

*

Midtown Counseling Center
1835 Union Ave., Suite 101
(901) 726—4586
Sliding Scale Fees
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Bowling League

Gay Students
Fear Violence

invites you to participate with us in

friendly competition every Friday night at 7:00 pm
at Park Lanes

on UW Campus
EAU CLAIRE, Wis. (AP) — Vio—
lence, intimidation and verbal harass—
ment against homosexuals are on the
rise at the University of Wisconsin—
Eau Claire, students and police say.
"Up until this last spring, I‘ve not
seen any evidence of Gays being
singled out," Police Capt. Gary Fos—
ter said. "But this recent surge of in—
cidents against the Gay community
has us very concerned."
Four incidents of violence against
homosexuals have been reported in
the past six months, but Gay students
say unreported incidents and outright
intimidation are common on campus.
A 22—year—old psychology student
says she carries her house keys splin—
tered rigidly through a clenched fist,
prepared to ward off attacks as she
walks across campus at night.
"As a woman, you‘re always a tar—
get, but as a Lesbian or bisexual, it‘s
double trouble," she said, asking not .

IA
MLS

©5003003083%0 ©3503

TALLAHASSEE, Fla. (AP) —A
Tampa office of the Department of
Health and Rehabilitative Services
prevented homosexuals from serving
as foster parents in contradiction of
state agency policy, according to court
documents.
Testifying in a lawsuit filed by a
Lesbian couple seeking the return of
a 6—year—old boy they had cared for
as foster parents, Olga Peterson, who
licenses foster homes for HRS, said
she was told a year ago that the Tampa
district "would not be licensing ho—
mosexuals."
"In District 6, there‘s a policy
against licensing homosexuals. Is that
correct?" asked attorney Lora
Smeltzly, who is representing the
Lesbian couple, Bonnie Lynn
Matthews and Elaine Kohler.
"Right," Peterson replied. "That‘s
a district policy as opposed to a state
policy."
Her statement conflicts with the
agency‘s public position of excluding
Gays only if they are living together
as a couple. Peterson said in an Oct. 1
+deposition that foster care specialist
«Mary Carol Hill informed the group
of the district policy.
But in her statement — given be—
fore Peterson‘s — Hill said the only
rule barring the two women was one
HRS interprets as prohibiting unmar—
ried couples. Both depositions were
filed recently in Hillsborough Circuit
Court.

— 3931 Park Ave

323—2624
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Friends for Life App
oints
New Staff Members

Two new staff appointments at
Friends For Life—HIV Resources
have positioned the agency to seek
more grants to assure its expansion
and future.
Michael G. Coleman was hired by
the Friends For Life board of direc—
tors to begin work Oct. 1 as the
agency‘s executive director.
Coleman holds a bachelor‘s degree
injournalism and public relations, and
a master‘s degree in Education with
an emphasis on guidance and coun—
seling. Both degrees are from the
University of Wisconsinat Oshkosh.
Coleman‘s employment includes
experience in Milwaukee County
government where he developed and
managed a number of social service
programs. Most recently he was em—
ployed as a trainer for Northwest Air—
©
lines.
According to Coleman, he became
involved in the AIDS issue at the en—
couragement of his sister who is ac—
tive with the Milwaukee AIDS
project.
Coleman
replaced
Angie
Dagastino who resigned in February.
Dagastino has continued to volunteer
for the agency.
Allen Cook, Friends For Life
president, said the executive directors
position was left open for a time on
purpose in order to identify what
qualities were needed in a new execu—
tive director. A board and staff retreat
in July identified management,

grantwriting, and fundraising skills as
the most important qualities of a new
executive director.
Joining Coleman is Jim McCarty:
as Education Director replacing
Anette Chaney who resigned in Au—
gust.
McCarty most recently worked as
a research staff member for Texas
Governor Ann Richards. His accom—
plishments and civic memberships
include working with the Meals on
Wheels program in San Antonio; and
as a volunteer fireman in Golden,
Colorado. He served as a member of
the advisory board for the Visiting
Nurses Association in Travis City,
Texas; the Greater Houston AIDS
Alliance legislative committee; and
the Harris County Health Department
AIDS Material Review Panel.
McCarty‘s duties will include
implementing the agency‘s approxi—
mately $50,000 education grant from
the Tennessee Health Department.
Last month, Friends For Life
moved from two tiny offices in St.
John‘s United Methodist Church to a
more spacious building at 321 S.
Bellevue. The property was pur—
chased by the church and has been
made available to the agency indefi—
nitely for the cost of monthly utilities. —
An open house will be held from
4—6 p.m. on November 19 at the
agency‘s headquarters. Those attend—
ing can meet the new staff members
and tour the agency‘s facilities.

Calvary Healing Service

Holy Trinity To

Your Community

Hold Special

Center In

Services

November

On Sunday, Nov. 15, Holy
Trinity Community Church will
hold a special AIDS prayer service
at 11:00 a.m.
At 6:30 p.m., a special gospel
service will be held. A reception,
sponsored by the church‘s We
Care Ministry, will be held imme—
diately following the service.
—Submitted By Holy Trinity

by Gary Coughlan

The Community Center exists for
you and whatever you‘re interested in.
Come and be a part of it! Currently,
you can participate in video nights
(see Centerfold Calendar); a Gay,
Lesbian & Bisexual Veterans group;
board games; a spirituality group; a
pot luck supper; a young Gay & Les—
aet .—

[67
70
\n_
o
o

bian group; an "Oldies" Gay and Les—
bian group; the Memphis Phone
Corps and whatever group you might
like to see started. Also available are
books, videos, magazines and news—
papers all dealing with Gay & Les—
bian themes. Companies and
individuals that want your business
have placed their cards for you to
browse through.What other reason do
you need to visit the Center at 1665
Madison? Okay, there is free popcorn
at the Friday Video nights, soft drinks
are available, and you can get a safer
sex kit too! Main hours are: 7—10pm
Friday, 1—10pm Saturday, and 2—5pm
Sunday.

Books & More for

Women & Their Friends
f
930 SOUTH COOP

ER — (901) 276—0282

OPEN: Wednesday—Saturday 10 AM—6 PM — Sunday 1—5
PM
Sunday, Nov. 1
Opening: "Infini—Tease" Wood Sculpture by Sue Dieckm
ann — 4—6 p.m.
Saturday, Nov. 7
Music Femina Concert — 8 p.m. — $5
&
Join us for a delightful evening of music by classical and
contemporary women composers with
Kristan Alpen, flutist, and Janna MacAusian, quitarist (once
guitar teacher to Meg Christian!)
Friday, Nov. 13
Reading & Book Signing with Dr. Mary Romero — 5—7
p.m.
E
Author of Maid in the USA, the first book—length study of Chicano
domestic workers
Sunday, Nov. 15
Reading & Book Signing with Marilou Awiakta — 4—6 p.m.
Cherokee poet/author/storyteller
Monday, Nov. 23
Book Signing with Lucille Clifton — 5—7 p.m.
Acclaimed Black woman poet — Author of Quilting, Ten Oxherdi
ng Pictures, Good Woman & Next
Sunday, Nov.29
Talk, Reading & Book Signing with Midge Stocker — 4—6
p.m.
Editor & Founder of Third Side Press

And Workshops Well
Attended
Each year, an Ecumenical Service
Preceding the service, an afternoon
for Prayer and Healing is held at Cal—
of workshops was held at Calvary.
vary Episcopal Church downtown.
. Rev. Doug Bailey, Rev. Cheryl Cor—
This year, co—sponsors included First
nish and Rev. Frank McRae, from the
. Congregational Church and St. John‘s sponsoring congregations, gave wel—
United Methodist Chruch. The ser—
coming remarks, Rev. Frew ad—
vice, open to Persons Living With
dressed the participants and each
HIV/AIDS; caregivers, relatives and
workshop was given twice. Gracia
friends; and also to those wishing to
Steele, from the Red Cross, and Don
join in prayer was very well attended.
Lilley, from the Visiting Nurse As—
Sixteen ministers from various wor—
sociation, offered an AIDS 101 work—
shipping communities participated in shop. Kim Moss, of Midtown Mental
a laying on of hands and prayers for
Health Center, discussed Spirituality
spiritual comfort and healing.
and Managing HIV Disease. Vincent
The theme was The Faces of
Astor from Friends For Life—HIV
AIDS: ThoseInfected
Affected.
Resources, Betty Dawson from
Guest homilist was Rev. Rand Frew,
Prescott Memorial Baptist Church,
staff officer for AIDS Ministry at the
Nancy Fletcher and Allecia Freels
National Episcopal Church Center in
from Holy Trinity Community
New York. The readings and other
Church and Martin Jellinek from the
sections ofthe service were performed
Calvary Stephen Ministry held a panel
by others of the ministers present. A discussion on Ministry and HIV/
reception followed, sponsored by the AIDS. Much support and information
AIDS Workshop Planning Commit— was exchanged and all considered the
tee.
;
afternoon a success.

FIRST CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
United Churches of Christ

An Open and Affirming Congregation.
234 S.Watkins 278—6786
_ Sunday School 10 AM Worship 11 AM
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THANKSGIVING CENTERPIECES
Starting at $20
~ROSES — $12.99/Dozen
Cash & Carry
FRESH FLOWER ARRANGEMENTS
From $15.00

Balloons — Candy — Goody Baskets — Plants — Novelties
w

Two Locations To Serve You

* 111 South Highland — Poplar Plaza
* 80 Monroe Avenue— Brinkley Plaza
John Denney, Owner
___ Call: (901) 324—6873 or
talks.

Gay Vets Meet
Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Veter—
ans ofAmerica, Memphis Chapter has
held two meetings at the Memphis
Gay/Lesbian Community Center.
Besides local vets, we have had visi—
tors from Little Rock. The meetings
are held the second Saturday of each
month at 2:00 PM at the Community
Center, 1665 Madision Ave.
We are a support group for those
in the military or veterans. We are
working on speakers for several up—
coming meetings. Come join us and
share with us.
GLBVA can be contacted either
through the center at 276—4651 or
through John Prowett, 1517 Court
Street, Suite #4, Memphis 38104—
2402 or 726—1547.
Join us and let‘s make this chapter
outstanding.
— Submitted by John Prowett

ANew Location for MGLCC?
Church. The Board‘s question:
Should the Center consider renting a
space at Prescott? Would the Mem—
phis State location and association
with a church (albeit progressive) en—
courage or discourage involvement?
What about other possible locations?
Can we find something cheaper and
larger in the Midtown area? Mem—
bers of the Board will be investigat—
ing these possibilities before the next
meeting on Friday, November 13 at
6pm. If you have some input, join the
Board at MGLCC on the 13th.
Some other MGLCC news: Gary
Coughlan was elected to the at—large
position replacing Ben Rice. Seminar—
ian Paula Womack will be serving an
internship at the Center as part of her
preparation for ministry. Congratula—
tions, Gary! Welcome, Paula!

On October 9, the Board discussed
the future of the Memphis—Gay and
Lesbian Community Center, now lo—
cated at 1665 Madison. Faced with
monthly expenses of approximately
$900, only partially covered by mem—
bership fees and donations, Board
members expressed concern about
how much longer the Center could
survive without stronger fund—raising
efforts. They also questioned empha—
sis on fundraising to maintain an un—
der—used building rather than efforts
to bring more groups to the Center.
One answer might be a location
that is cheaper and large enough to
accommodate organizations that
could help the Center, like Cotton
Pickin‘ Squares and the Lambda
Men‘s Chorus. These two groups cur—
rently meet at Prescott Baptist

Christmas Arts and Crafts

Memphis Oldies

Bazaar To Be Held at WKRB

Changes Name

A Christmas Arts and Crafts Ba—
zaar will be held on Saturday, Decem—
ber 5th, 1992 from Jam to 4pm at
WKRB.
The bazaar will consist of a vari—
ety of arts and crafts booths filled with
Christmas decorations and gifts, i.e.
wreaths, ornaments, displays, T—
shirts, stained glass, stockings, Christ—
mas cakes (orders) by Dutch,
dollhouses, large cookie houses, art,
specially dressed teddy bears, just to
name a few.
There will be a raffle for a large
Victorian gingerbread cookie candy
Doll House that retails for $100.00.
A portion of the proceeds from the
Arts and Crafts Bazaar will be do—
nated to Friends for Life/HIV Re—
sources.
Everyone is invited to browse, or—
der and purchase these handmade
Christmas items for yourself or that
special: person. All items are_hand—
made.
Anyone wishing to rent a booth,
please call (901) 386—8625 by No—
vember 23rd. We are limited in space

for booths and need to hear from you
by this date. The rent is $5. Please
remember items must be handmade
and not store bought. WKRB will be
open for coffee or beer, etc. during
these hours so come have a fun time
and help the artists and crafters help
our brothers and sisters fight AIDS.
Alliance Club

Night At WKRB
On Friday, November 13th Alli—
ance will hold their Club Night from
Ipm to 11pm at WKRB. Fun, games,
prizes and lotsofhot men andwomen.
So everyone come and have a great
time. All proceeds from Alliance‘s
Club Night will be donated to
Aphrodite for their holiday baskets.
Alliance wishes to commend the
great people of Aphrodite for this
wonderful yearly project.
For information about Alliance
Club Night, please call: (901) 386—
8625.

Memphis Oldies goes through a
change with its second meeting. As
of the September meeting Memphis
Oldies changed its name to Prime—
Timers Memphis.
Prime—Timers is an international
organization based out ofArizona and
is basically what we are looking for
as a support group for Gay men over
45 and their friends. Prime—Timers
Memphis can be joined at the meet—
_ ings held at the Memphis Gay & Les—
bian Community Center the third
Saturday of each month. Meetings are
held at 2pm. You can contact Prime—
Timers Memphis at the Center (901)
276—4651 or through John Prowett,
1517 Court Street, Suite #4, Memphis,
TN 38104—2402 or (901) 726—1547.
Come andjoin us and make Prime
Timers Memphis the happening thing
for the over 45 group.
—Submitted by John Prowett

*~. Af

Teen

Experience the Adventure on
— an RSVP Gay Cruise...
Great American Cruises
52 N. 2nd Street
901-525-5302
call Sherman C. Perkins

ROBERT J. ROSS, II
Attorney At Law
Ross & Mackenzie
Suite 3310
100 N. Main Street

Millington Office

Memphis, TN 38103

\ 5149 Easley at Navy Rd.

901 — 525—0417

‘ Millington, TN 38053

FAX 523—9444

901—873—0888

® Criminal Defense (DU})
® Debt Consolidation (Bankruptcy)
® Living Together Contracts
® Name Change
® Wills

|

® Personal Injury Cases

Tennessee does not certify specialists in areas of law
and we do not claim any listed specialty.

e

\&

WINES AND LIQUORS
Papal-T PACKAGES
pA
ALWAYSAVAILABLE382 ® 1 9 1 O
5010 RALEIGH LAGRANGE (CORNER OF RALEIGH LAGRANGE & COVINGTON PIKE)
YOU THINK WE‘RE OUT IN THE COUNTRY
BUT, WERE NOT PROVINCIAL!
WE HAVE WHAT YOU WANT
Photo Business Cards

YES! The same low prices as the big stores——GUARANTEED
YES! The same huge selection—GUARANTEED
YES! The same major credit cards AND American Express——GUARANTEED

Joseph R. Pfeiffer
we —

wee

Limited Edition Gallery

So why drive 15 minutes from midtown? Because we care!

(901) 272—1207
212 North Auburndale
Memphis, Tennessee 38112

ART & CUSTOM FRAMING

Call Jerry and Sandra Palazolo with your wine
and spirit needs for the prompt personal

826 S. Cooper

Newspaper reproduction

722—5501
COOPER—YOUNG DISTRICT

cannot do justice to these
beautiful full—color cards.

attention and service you deServel
coal aon an ac
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The Quilt—A Blanket of Many Colors
by Vincent Astor
"Wishing you were somehow
here again, knowing we must say
good bye, time toforgive, teach me
to live, give me the strength to
Wu" 2 —PHANTOM OF THE OPERA, A. L. WEBBER
Immense. That was my first
thought, very early on a Thursday
morning in Washington. I had not
yet seen one thread of fabric, one
splash of color, heard a single
name. I was gazing at a very broad
expanse of lawn which runs from
the Washington Monument west
toward the Lincoln Memorial. One
third of this city block was being
given over to the most important
piece of commemorative textile
since the Bayeux Tapestry. And
we had a lot of work to do.
Thursday was grunt day.

When the dampness from
Friday‘s rain finally dried enough
to allow us to unfold the panels on
Saturday, the press of visitors pre—
vented a solemn opening cer—
emony. Instead of slowly bloom—
ing like flowers, the many—colored
panels began popping up like ex—
otic mushrooms. Hundreds of vol—
unteers, working together with one
purpose, filled the immense lawn
with a field of memories. The read—
ing of some 27,000 names, begun
at 10 on Friday, in the rain, con—
tinued. By nearly one pm, the vast
15 acre display was ready. Ringed
with silent onlookers, the ground
became hallowed.
I saw many names familiar to

me. I saw the work of my friends
and of my own hands. Strangely,
the individuals pictured I did not
see as individuals. I remembered
individual names but I sensed the
great company of the fallen. It is
the great company—both of the
beloved and those who loved—
that brings the comfort. The love
and loss of the panel makers, the
qualities that engendered that love
and loss, rise up out of the fabric
and are difficult to describe.
—I do know, I left those whom I
had known, those names which I
had written, those individuals who
inspired such love, and the ones
who loved them—I left them in
good company and in peace. It can

An estimated 3,000 new panels were presented to The NAMES Project
during the Columbus Day weekend. They will be incorporated into the AIDS
Memorial Quilt.
be a comfort to leave —a person
whom one has held dear in the
company of the Quilt. In the com—
pany of heroes, celebrities, the ex—

traordinary and the ordinary, the
flamboyant and the meek. A very
good company indeed. And re—
membered. Always.

I

worked with a large, diverse bunch
of folks, including 60 volunteers
from Japan. Language ceased be—
ing a barrier very quickly as we
unloaded some 9,000 pounds of
walkway and began the task of lay—
ing out a grid. Many people would
come to realize that nearly two
years of planning had gone into the
display of 20,064 panels of the
Names Project AIDS Memorial
Quilt—and that, with patience and
guidance, each name could be lo—
cated.
This work continued until 2 am
on Friday. The weather on Thurs—
day was gorgeous and the bestpart
was the assembling of the sections
of eight 3° x 6° panels into larger

ﬂa/(Kyou???”yaw/ﬂatfwmfe/ b

display sections. This is the time
which makes volunteering worth—
while. One realizes an intimacy
with these memorials. The Quilt

. Jou made this a mm/wfa/01/2035gear.

is beautiful. It is soft and squishy.
It is heavy laden with the emotions
that are sewn into it and the me—
mentoes sewn onto it. Many of the

mas 4,gﬁ/ﬁw/ézfegpour 6450/00/05and __ |

most moving passages are hidden,
on the flip side which only volun—
teers and unfolders see. I got a
catch in my throat over some de—

PAfeWua/oa/to mang moregears —

tail, some message or some date
of birth many times.

Sequins, denim, leather, chif—
fon, scrubs, flags, vests, jeans,
patches, medals, teddy bears, all of _
these attempt to condense a life and «
personality into 3° x 6°. Many suc—
ceed. I was impressed by the panel
made of a mass of rosettes and rib—
bons, woven into a great bouquet.
Each one was a ribbon won by the
owner‘s cats. Another was studded
with numerous athletic medals.
Some are stenciled, spray painted,
colored with felt markers. Others
are embroidered, painted, cro—
cheted, appliqued. Some are
scrawled with grief. filled fare— .
wells, some are finished into works
of. art. All keep one another com—
pany.
~>
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MID—TOWN HAIR
Hairstyling 4 All of Us
David Jeffers
1926 Madison at Tucker
(901) 278—2199 —
S
(across from Huey‘s)
Memphis, Tennessee 38104

Company at last! ( but do we have the
same china pattern?)
We would like to return the salute of our
newest sister in dish, Miss Geraldine de la
Tea Bag. As they say sometimes on TV in
Nashville, Sal—ute!
Helpful Hints Department
It seems that a topic of intense discus—
sion at the recent Women of Leather anni—
versary was a fashion statement of peculiar
interest. It seems that many clubs require a
rather lumpy and sometimes uncomfortable
fashion accessory on formal occasions.
Upon hearing these discussions and having
done research with WOL‘s authority on
these matters we shall address this device
and the proper draping thereof. Then, gentle
reader, you may cut this paragraph out and
put it in the box with your citation cord
and refer to it when necessary.
Linda tells us that the heavy braided
section of the cord is always worn un—
der the arm. The two lighter loops of
cord are worn over the arm. There is a
frog or rosette which lies right in front
of the epaulet next to the button which
holds the whole accessory in place. The
last long end of cord falls downward to—
ward the pocket (or whatever is under the
pocket).
If you do not know what an epaulet is,
maybe you should reconsider pledging. Or
consult a dictionary before your pledge
master/mistress embarrasses you or you
embarrass the club. If you have no earthly
idea what we are discussing at all, ask a
member of a leather club. They will be
happy to enlighten you and they won‘t bite
unless you say "Please, sir (or ma‘am)." A
public service courtesy of your own Lady
¥.
By the way, happy 5th anniversary to
Women of Leather. They are planning their
first run for the first weekend of October,
1993.

Thank you, Kirby.
Speaking of the yet reigning Miss Gay
Memphis, Miss Kincaid, she bestowed sev—
eral awards of her own last month. Among
these were: Best Dressed—Hetti McDaniel;
Least Dressed—Vanessa Vogue; Queen
No—Teefah—Cissie LaMae; Comedian of
the Year—Sofonda L. Peters; the Have
Another Drink Award—Summer Holiday;
and several others which she would love to
tell you about.
We are pleased to welcome Billy Bear
back from the recent rainbow tour. It ap—
pears that the last stop must have been Swe—

Cryptic Message to an Unknown
Traveler
/u der Cahrer aus Naschwille:
den (we can relate to certain role reversals
of late).

Thanks in advance for:
A World of Passion, Playhouse on the
Square, Oct. 25, benefit Friends For Life.
Special benefit show, Reflections, Oct.
25, benefit Friends For Life.
Miss Gay Memphis, Rumples, Oct. 29,
benefit Friends For Life.
High Heels, High Hats and High
Times, the Hallowe‘en party of the decade,
Beale Street Landing, Oct. 31, benefit
Friends For Life.
Details are in the handy ads, purchased
for your illumination, elsewhere in disyere
Pageant Update
Miss Black Gay Memphis—Valencia paper.
Thanks to Alliance and Marty Marticke
Oxenburg
for their continued support of Friends For
Miss Ebony Tennessee—Pebbles
Life—HIV Resources.
Duchess of Memphis—Michelle Dupree
The Mr. Leather Tennessee contest will
Ross
Miss Red Rose International—Lisa be held the weekend of April 17—19 1993.
Golden
A mini—run club night, with trophies and
points for club participation and attendance
Miss Reflections—Hettie McDaniels
.— (independents and GDI‘s are also eligible)
will take place at the Pipeline on Nov. 7.
Coming Soon to a Saloon Near You
Miss Gay Memphis—Rumples, Oct. 29
Everybody who operates a saloon will
Miss Mess Memphis—Rumples, Oct.
have some sort of costume recognition on
Sat., Oct. 31, which of course is Hallowe‘en
31, 1:30 AM
to some and Samhain to others,spooky to
Grand Diva of Memphis—Apartment,
most.
Nov. 29
Aphrodite‘s next That‘sEntertainment
Miss Southern States—Apartment, Oct.
25
fundraiser will be held at WKRB on Nov.
8. This benefits their annual Thanksgiving
Turnabout Pageant—Apartment, Nov.
15
and Christmas basket project. Look for an
Snippets Department
RIP—Family Affair Club
Critical List—G. Bellington Rumples
Blessed Events Forthcoming—Amnesia,
._ to be located at 2866 Poplar Avenue, in the
_area behind Ramsey‘s Flowers, to open in
mid—November. We understand it is to be
huge and multi purpose.

hoofing to Sam‘s and wherever every year.
Alliance will hold their next club night
at WKRB on Nov. 13. Achtoliebe! It‘s on a
Friday!
MGLCC has moved their board meet—
ing to the same night, Nov. 13. Future plan—
ning for the Center is an ongoing concern
and this will be the primary topic of discus—
sion at this meeting. MGLCC is an organi—
zation which is very involved with food—
stuffs and the dissimination thereof. Once a
month there is ice cream, once a month there
is pot luck. Each Friday there is free pop—
corn, video viewing and conversation.
Friends For Life—HIV Resources will
hold Open House from 4 to 6 PM on Thurs—
day, Nov. 19 at its new quarters at 321 S.
Bellevue. If you remember the Melrose
address, and then the cozy offices in St.
John‘s Sunday school annex, you will
be pleased and astonished at these
new digs. Information about the ser—
vices available, nibbles and a
chance to meet the staff will be
available at the Open House.
Deidre Dillon will appear at Re—
flections on Saturday Nov. 7.

ad elsewhere in this paper which provides a
discreet opportunity to request a basket for
a needy individual or family. This is
Aphrodite‘s oldest ongoing project and is
some of the finest old—fashioned charity of
the holiday season. And seeing these gals
put the sacks together istruly amazing to
behold. Bette Hefner should have honorary
Mama Christmas status for doing all the

oder vier Kondom Posters. Sie sind alle sehr hieB mit
Curopeanische Minner ohne Kleider. (Achtoliche!)
Mehr komisch isteine aus die Schweiz mitein wirklisches
ausdieSchweiz(das Swiss Miss) kompletmit
Blumen, Kuh, Bauernhaus und Berg—undmitKondom
aufdenFinger. Diese kommtauch aufEnglisch.
Schreiben Sie mir, bitte, oder der gniidiger OFriiulein
Geraldine in Nasdwille. —
Activist‘s Corner
VOTE YOUR MIND, VOTE YOUR
CONSCIENCE. BUT VOTE! IF YOU
DON‘T VOTE, YOU CAN‘T BITCH
(and if you do, no one will take you seri—
ously).
A town meeting will take place on Mon—
day, Nov.2, in the downstairs meeting space
at the Main Library, Peabody at McLean, —
at 7PM. It is hoped that individuals who are
planning to attend the April 25 March on
Washington will attend and either plan col—
laborative efforts or find one another and
continue to spread the word. Memphis was
well represented in 1987 and we have in—
formation from NGLTF and will be mak—
ing appointments to see our legislators (es—
pecially the Vice—President from Tennessee)
after the first of the year.
This space and time have been occupied
by the late lamented Memphis Gay Coali—
tion and LEGAL but may slip from the grasp
of our community. Activism in Memphis is
at an all time low and we need to gauge the
interest. Just in case we need to protect our—
selves or something.
Final Round
This coming December, we will actually
turn 39 for the very first time. Yes, there
will be a big reception. Film at 11.
Ta, ta.
Lady A.

GREAT NEW
ATMOSPHERE
4

Pipeline
JUKE BOX

WITH A HUGE
SELECTION OF
ALL TYPES OF
MUSIC
Pipeline
PATIO LIKE
NO OTHER
Pipeline
PATIO BAR
OPEN ON THE
WEEKENDS
Pipeline
NO COVER
CHARGE
(ONLY ON SPECIAL OCCASIONS)
Pipeline
CLUB NIGHTS
:

Pipeline
FRIENDLY
STAFF
Pipeline
GREAT
MONTHLY
EVENTS
Pipeline
LARGEST

SELECTION OF
IMPORT BEERS
Pipeline
VIDEO &
MUSIC D.J.‘S
ON THE WEEK—
ENDS

C
MEMPHIS

1382 Poplar
Memphis
(901) 726—5263
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Spilled Tea

By Miss Geraldine
The Tea Bag
It is an honor to join Lady A.
on reporting to you sissies
what‘s been going on in Music
City. If you have some juicy info
for us, call the Tea Spilled
Hotline at (615) 298—
1704 or Write:
Screamin‘ Pink Tea
Time,
2535
Franklin
Road, @
Nashville,
TN
8
37204.
We hear that
Mike‘s Place had
a wonderful grand
opening. All right for that nickel
beer! Keep up the good work,
guys. If you haven‘t been there
yet, you must check it out.
And girlfriend, guess who I
saw at the Warehouse 2? Coun—
try music star Trisha Yearwood
was standing there watching
Miss Diana Hutton do one of Ms.
Yearwood‘s hits! She says she‘s
straight by the way. Yeah, ok.
Love that new floor in the
front bar of the Warehouse. It
really adds class to one of the

favorite dance bars. Tuesday
nights there sure are getting busy
when they have their talent con—
test with the $100 prize. And
would somebody tell me what
this "Here chick, chick, chick,"
when Ted walks by is all about.
Maxi Houston joined Vanessa‘
Del Rio on a Monday night for a
special show (good thing
they expanded the

~

dressing room). It
was wonderful!
Blue‘s
Crazy
) Cowboy is doing
such a great thing on
the 15th of each month
by donating a percent—
age of beer sales to
Nashville
—CARES.
They‘re currently makmg plans
for the Miss
Me 1 1 o s e
Camp — Drag
Pageant. We
can‘t miss that
one. The pro—
ceeds will go
to the Con—
ductors PWA
fund.
The Gas—

nights with that new cutie Jay slowly. We hear another of the
playing the piano. Now, what is bartenders, Gary, has gone to
this about the lady stripping off Germany. Great! For the next six
her blouse showing off her new months it‘s going to be German
boob job for all to see—and she men this, and German meat that.
we.
=@
8
*
I un—
straight!
derstand
Must have
that Li‘l
been one
Joe from
helluva
the Chute
h a p p y
just can‘t
hour.
es cape
Toh se
t h o s e
Jungle is
d re a d —
m a k ing
fully bad
plans for its
Randal‘s smiling since he won Mr. Tennessee hair days.
Thanksgiv— USA last month. Congratulations, girl.
It‘s been
ing buffet
which is free to all our brothers goin‘ on too long, girl. Why don‘t
and sisters in the community. So you take advantage of Unique
let‘s plan on a "Family Dinner," Hair Style coupon that‘s in this
shall we? issue. What a nice job of remod—
We‘ve eling their
b—e e n trop hy
asked to 1 o o m !
re mind There‘s
you that now
a
Richard little more
does have room for
b 1 o n d t w o—
@ roots, so steppin‘.
when or— ‘E— I4 e

to the Chute. I did say again,
didn‘t I? We love the music they
have on Wednesdays now. It‘s
great to hear those old hits of the
seventies and eighties. We hear
the manager was recommending
the hits of the thirties and for—
ties. Puh—LEEZ!!
Congratulations to the Caba—
ret on th successful AIDS ben—
efit "Gone Too Soon." What‘s
this about one of your drag
queens having to get her beauti—
ful hair cut off so she could get
that job at the Taco Bell? Honey,
make them throw you a wig ben—
efit! We and many others want
to thank your DJ who always
plays our requests. Such a sweet—
heart.
Well, I must save what
strength I have left in this hand.

118,“ Pas been Maxi Houston (1) and Vanessa Del Rio during dering, Hollandales Miss Warehouse winners left to right: First
bringing them a special Monday night performance at P 1 ¢ a Se returned runner—up Danielle Hunter, Miss Warehouse
in on Monday Warehouse 2.
s p e a k once again 93—93 Denise Darshell and second runner—
up Jessica James.

*
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A Progresswe Atmosphere for Progressive Minds
Moving into the 21st Cetnury
Miss

Gay

Memphis

Thursday,

Pageant

October 29

Miss Mess Memphis ana
Annual Costume Contest —
Saturday, October 31
THINK

12—
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Y’s‘ alt-ﬁr

.'
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REG

T‘ll need it later
(Husband‘s
tired of my old
stuff.) Till next
month.
See ya,
Sis—tah,
Miss
Geraldine

New Programs Begin at

Harvest of Food
Set for Nashville

Nashville Lesbian and Gay

CARES

Community Center
NASHVILLE — Three new
support and social groups and a
lecture series were launched in
October by the Nashville Lesbian
and Gay Community Center.
"We are observing the needs of
the community and have devel—
oped comprehensive program—
ming that will fulfill those needs,"
said Penny Campbell, board mem—
ber. "The Center has a dozen or so
groups that currently meet on a
regular basis and, considering the
diverse population in Nashville,
each one is very necessary,"
Campbell continued.
The new groups meeting at the
center are the Lesbian and Gay
Partners Network, Lesbian and
Gay Parents, and the Women‘s
Investment Network (WIN).
The Lesbian and Gay Partners
Network strives to provide encour—
agement, support and nurturance
for same—sex couples and offers a
setting for networking, socializa—
tion and education. The group
meets from 2—5 p.m. on the first
Saturday of each month.
Lesbian and Gay Parents is a
parental social, support and advo—
cacy group and offers an opportu—
nity for interactive networking for
Gay and Lesbian parents. Child
care is provided. The group meets
on the second Sunday afternoon of
each month from 2—5 p.m.
Women‘s Investment Network
(WIN) features discussion and
education about finance and in—
vestment—from balancing the
checkbook to buying real estate.
WIN meets on the first Tuesday
of each month at 7:00 p.m.
The Center has also begun a fall

discussion series, "Out For Con—
versation." The series began on
Oct. 6 and continues through Dec.
15 on alternate Tuesdays.
Each session is being held in the
living room at the Center begin—
ning at 7:30. The first half hour is
a presentation by the featured
speaker followed by a discussion
of the particular topic and related
issues.
Upcoming speakers and topics
include:
Nov. 3 — Vanessa Davis, a
graduate student in the department
of history at Vanderbilt University
will talk about media coverage of
women‘s and Lesbian‘s issues
over the past twenty years.
Nov. 17 — Bill Turner, also a
graduate student in history at
Vanderbilt, will talk about recent
Lesbian and Gay history in the
U.S., from Stonewall to Queer
Nation and ACT—UP.
Dec. 1 — Valerie Traub, assis—
tant professor of English at
Vanderbilt and Author of Desire
& Anxiety: Circulations of Sexu—
ality in Shakespeare (1992) will
talk about sexuality and history. In
particular, trying to situate Lesbi—
anism in an historical context.
Dec. 15 — Peter Gettins, associ—
ate professor of Biochemistry at
Vanderbilt University Medical
School, will talk about homosexu—
ality and the scientific community,
especially looking at recent trends
in genetic and brain research which
seek a physiological "cause" of ho—
mosexuality.
For additional information
about these programs, call the Cen—
ter at (615) 297—0008.

We Need You to Help...
* fight discrimination against Persons With AIDS/HIV+
* fight for better health care
Call Now: 615/298—1704

Opening in Memphis
October 23
._

Working Space Gallery
2541 Broad

RECENT WORKS
BY TIM ANDREWS

(901) 327—9005

TENNESSEE
Gay

The Dayspring Christian Fel—
lowship will conduct a collection
of canned items for the food pan—
try of Nashville CARES Novem—
ber 19—30. Boxes for depositing the
food will be placed in affirmative
churches, businesses, clubs and
agencies. In addition arrangements
can be made to have donations
picked up by calling the Dayspring
office and leaving a message at
phone number (615) 227—1448.
Nashville CARES indicates
that the following items are espe—
cially needed at this time: Peanut
butter, canned tuna, canned
chicken, pasta, rice, soups, canned
fruit juices, cereal, oatmeal, cof—
fee and tea. A complete listing of
drop—off points and needed food
items may be obtained by contact—
ing the offices of Nashville
CARES or Dayspring Christian
Fellowship.
Members of the greater Nash—
ville Gay and Lesbian community
are encouraged to help make this
a generous Harvest of Food in sup—
port of those with HIV/AIDS.
"From All Walks
of Life" Set for
Nov. 8
From All Walks of Life, a
walkathon for AIDS, is being staged
Nov. 8 by Nashville CARES as part
of a fund raising campaign to pro—
vide needed funds for the AIDS edu—
cation and service agency. The event
will seek to heighten awareness and
raise funds for AIDS care and pre—
vention. Nashville CARES has
joined with the Community AIDS
Partnership, an initiative of the
United Way of Middle Tennessee,
to ensure that all agencies working
in the AIDS field will continue to
benefit from this event.
The goal is an ambitious
$100,000.
The leisurely walk of 5k—(3.1
miles) or 3k (1.8 miles) is designed
for people ofall ages who care about
those living with HIV/AIDS.
Friends, families, companies,
churches, organizations, and other
groups are encouraged to walk to— _
gether in a show of support.
Like similar fund raisers, partici—
pants are asked to solicit pledges for .
walking a particular distance. The
suggested donation per kilometer is
$3.00. Participants are encourage to
solicit friends and local businesses —
for sponsorships. Sponsorships are
tax—deductible.
The walkwill begin at 12:00 Nov.
8 with opening ceremonies, registra—
tion, and a light aerobic workout at
Riverfront Park. The 3.1 mile course

Phone

Personals

Meet the boy next door in our local Tennessee
section. Or search the country for your type of
guy in one of our specialty categories of
"talking personals."

RIENDSHIP (non—dating)

[ll-AILlTARY/UNIFORMS
YOUNG/UNDER 25
PHONE FRIENDS _
INEXPERIENCED
BODYBUILDERS
RELATIONSHIPS
BLACK GUYS
TVS/X—DRESS _.
MARRIED/BI
WRESTLERS
COUPLES
LEATHER
LATINS
ASIANS
BEARS
HAIRY
HIV+
n.
1-900-454-3325 $1.25/mi
Must be 18; Touch—tone Required; PEI, RO. Box 19149, Wash DC 20036
"We Care"
(615) 269—5318°

CRAZY
COWBOY T 4
2311 Franklin Road — Nashville, Tennessee 37204
November 15
. NASHVILLE CARES NIGHT
CHECK OUR BOARD FOR
OTHER DAILY SPECIALS
©ayauc,arounuiMusicSquare, back
onDivisionSt.,Demonbreum, 12th
Ave., and Broadway to end at
R1ve1fr0nt Park. A closing celebra—
tion and concert will round out the

Formore information and awalker
kit, call Nashville CARES at (615)
38358510 cs

at

if
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To Downtown MemphisT
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Gay Hotel Splits Community, Family
want way."
to do is have people
actweJ.G.
indon‘ta violent
Catesby Zubererand
attended a prayer
vigilfor
organized
prayed
hisson to "turn around."
By Allen G. Breed
Associated Press Writer

People are asking God to protect
and "enlighten" two Gay men who
want to open an all—male hotel in a
rural western Kentucky county. But
one of the men‘s fathers said he
couldn‘t help his son if the situation
turned violent.
"If I saw. them throwing rocks at
him or something, I don‘t know what
I could do, really," J.G. Cates said of
his son, James, one of the inn‘s orga—
nizers. "When you do wrong, you
reap what you sow."
James Cates and James Turner
announced plans recently to establish
a "Gay—friendly" bed and breakfast
retreat on 10 wooded acres outside
Russellville, a town of about 7,400
people. But threats of violence and
questions of morality have prompted
community leaders to look for ways
to halt the development.
"This is an extremely unusual and
scary situation for a small, rural com—
munity," Logan County Attorney
Thomas Noe III wrote in an Oct. 2
letter to Attorney Gen. Chris Gorman.
Noe asked Gorman for an opinion
on whether the males—only establish—

ment violates the Kentucky Civil
Rights Act, and if state or county of—
ficials could close or regulate the fa—
cility. Ed Lynch, Gorman‘s
spokesman, said a response was not
yet available.
Cates and Turner have reported
receiving death threats and being
hanged in effigy along the road to their
inn. They also accused local law offi—
cials of indifference, but Logan
County Sheriff Dannie Blick said that
was untrue. —
"There‘s not been a call that hasn‘t
been responded to," Blick said Oct.
9. "We have had routine patrols in the
area ever since this began. I don‘t
know what you have to do to satisfy
them."
The innkeepers have hired a secu—
rity guard to watch the secluded ho—
tel. But Turner said one caller told
him, "Your security guard won‘t be
enough for 60 deer rifles and grenades."
— Turner said churches were orga—
nizing against him and James Cates.
But the Rev. Don Zuberer said that
Turner was misinterpreting the situation.
Zuberer said he was concerned
because "we have some people here
who would be redneck, and they could
become very angry. The biggest thing

SUSAN MACKENZIE
AttorneyAt Law

Ross & Mackenzie
Suite 3310
100 N.. Main Street
Memphis, Tennessee 38103
901—525—0417 —
LIFE RESOURCE
CORP. OF ARK.
"LIVING BENEFITS"

For additional information or an application, write or call:
Gil Gilbreath
P.O. Box 1058
Forrest City, AR 72335
(501) 633—0554
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"Isaidfeelof 100
percent against
that,"a
hesinandadisgrace.I‘mjusthopingthat
homosexuality.
"That‘s
he will
get saved."
JamesCatesandTurnercould
not
behavereached
for
comment,
but
they
controversy only in—
creasessaidtheirtheresolve.

Thestruck
Kentucky
Supreme
Court
re—
cently
down
a
state
law
that
made itsame
illegalgender
for consenting
adults
ofthe
to
have
sex.But
Zuberersaidpeopleinhiscommunity
andothers
are alreadycirculatingpe—
titionsforaconstitutionalamendment
outlawing Gay sex.

111 N. Claybroo
Memphis, TN 38104

HomeWorks by artists and designers

Lor Snow nouse
Chaps is proud to present a fundraiser for the "Living Rooms" project. This midtown home
renovation featuring avant garde designs for living will open in March of 1993.
All proceeds from special events and home tours go to the
HIV/AIDS Adult Special Care Clinic at

Place: Chaps * 111 N. Claybrook
Date: December 5, 1992
Time: 10:30 PM:
$3 Cover Charge & All Performers‘ Tips will benefit "Living Rooms"
Raffles and Lots of Fun
Come Help A Great Cause!
Cast of Performers
Bette Hefner — Emcee
Aphrodite — 3 Special Guests
— Fancy _
Granny Weaver
Vic
Lorretta
Mattie Mae Sanchez
Mike Reed (Mr. Leather Tennessee)
Miss Jeff (Bear)
Raven — Miss J—Wags
Rosalyn
Southern Country
Sweet Thing
Too Real
Thelma Lou
(And Weather Permitting)
Billie Jo Casino
¢

Lady Astor

For Information Call 726—4767

Thanks!‘AdDonated ByGranny WeaverThanks!__ ******‘|

SupremeCoLlrl
unaware
of any mistreatment and had seen no to Reconsider Sodomy Ruling
paperworkregardingwhat,ifany,treatmentthe
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP)—Kentucky‘sat—
inmate
received
in Jackson.
unlikelytoswayanyvotesonthecourt.
torney
general
has
sent
apetition
to
the
state
HeThesaidhadinmate
that
hewould
look
into
the
matter.
"Giventhelengthanddepthofopinionson
SupremeCourtaskingi
t
toreconsideri
t
s
ruling
has
been
in
the
jail
for
about
a
bothsidesofthecase,i
t wasclearthecourthad
thatstruckdownthestate‘ssodomylaw.
month
serving
a
sentence
for
shoplifting
and
thoughttheissuethroughquitethoroughly,"he
Inthe14—pagedocumentOct.
14,Attorney
said.Gorman‘slawyerssaidthecourtusurpedthe
+
contemptofcourt.
General
Chris
Gorman
asked
the
court
to
re—
heari
ts 4—3 rulingthat held that homosexuals whati
role ofthe
General Assembly in determining
Biloxi Gay Bar
deserveequalprotectionunderthelaw.
s
harmfultopublichealthandmorals.
TheSept.24rulingsaidthatthe 1974sod— betweenconsentinghomosexualadultsi
Firebomber Sentenced omylawviolatedtherighttoprivacyunderthe
Gorman‘sofficealsonotedthatevenisfpro—sex
KentuckyConstitution.Thedecisionunleashed tectedbyarighttoprivacy,thatrightshouldbe
BILOXI,Miss.(AP)—Afederaljudgesen—
protestsfromsomeconservativeleadersanda
restrictedtoprotectthepublic.
tenced
Biloxi
nightclub
owner
Rex
Howe
to
deaththreatagainstthefourjusticesinthema—
Althoughthelosingsidefrequentlyasksthe
three
yearsandtwo
monthsinprison
andfined
jority.
state‘shighcourttoreconsideritsrulings,such
him
$4,000forhisrole
inthe
firebombingofa
"Onwhatbasiswillthecourtsofthiscom—
motionsareinfrequentlygrantedandevenless
rivalHowe,
Gaybar63,inJuly
1991.
monwealth.
.
overridethecollectivejudgment
frequentlyresultinthecourtchangingi
ts posi—
owner
of
Le
Bistro
Disco,
was
oftheelectiverepresentativesofthepeople.
.
tion.
However,
inthesodomycase,
Gorman‘s
sentencedinfederalcourtinBiloxionSept.29.
thetoryoftheU.S.andthehistoryofthecommon—
traditions ofwestern civilization, the his— officewouldhavetopromptonlyonejusticeto
HehasbeeninfederalcustodysinceJulywhen
switchhisvote.
ajury
found
him
guilty
ofconspiracy
to
com—
wealthofKentucky?"Gorman‘spetitionasked.
Thecasecannotbeappealedtothefederal
mit
arson
and
aiding
and
abetting
arson.
He
Martin
Cothran,
public—policy
analyst
for
courtsbecausei
t is basedonthestateconstitu—
couldhavebeensentencedto
15yearsinprison TheFamilyFoundation,whichopposedthede— tion.
3
andHoweinsisted
fined $250,000.hehadnothingtodowiththe
cision,applaudedthepetitionforrehearing.
Inthedecision,thecourtreversedthecon—
"We hopethatthecourt usesthis new op— .— viction
ofJeffrey1985andchargedwithsolicit—
Wasson ofLexington, who
November
ofJoey‘s Lounge. No portunitytohandtheissuebacktothepeople,"
wasarrestedin
one"Iaminnocentofthechargesagainstmeand
was hurtfirebombing
in the incident.
hesaid.
*
ing sodomy
afterto 25heminutes
talked toandanthenundercover
ButDavidFriedman,whofiledafriend—of—
officer
for
20
invitedor
IU.S.willDistrictJudge
not stop tryingWalterJ.
to proveGexit,"III.Howe told the—courtbriefforacoalitionofreligiousgroups
him
home
forsex.
No
money
was
offered
requested,andtherewasnosuggestionthatthe
Howe‘s
son, Paul
Howe, 23, pleaded
guiltyar— whoopposedthesodomylaw,calledtheattor—
neygeneral‘spetitionarehashofissuesthatal—
sexwouldtakeplaceinpublic.
insonJuly
to
arson
and
conspiracy
to
commit
ready havebeen argued, and predicted it was
inthefirebombingandwillbeginservinga
two—year,
nine—month
sentence
on
Dec.
1.
JurorsweretoldduringRexHowe‘strialthe
HoweswantedJoey‘sdestroyedbecausethebar
was drawingcustomers away from Le Bistro.

Group Seeks to Free Infected Inmate

Miss. (AP) —inmate
Greenville
iscitystillGREENVILLE,
hosting
an
AIDS—infected
inwhothe
jail
after
a
Greenville
businessman
claimstheprisonerisbeingmistreatedtriedun—
successfully
to free him.co—chairman of the
Russell
Gardner,
Greenville—basedSouthernAIDSCommission,
said he offered
to have the 40—year—old inmate
released
into
hiscustody.
Officialsrefused,hesaid,includingMunici—
palJudge
Earl Solomon.
AlonzoDukes,
chairmanoftheAIDScom—
mission,saidthe40—year—oldinmatewasbeing
subjected
to treatment that% endangered his
health.
Amongtheallegationswerethatthemanwas
notinstead
allowed
tohosed
use shower
facilities, but was—
being
down
withcoldwater.
The inmate was taken to the University
MedicalCenterinJacksonforevaluation.While
there,thepatientreceivedlittleornotreatment,
Dukes said, nor did heeven have blood tests
performed.
Sincethen,Gardnersaidtheinmatehasbeen
taken
to Delta Regional Medical Center in .
Greenville,wherehestillhasn‘thadabloodtest.
According
to medical
publications
on theis
treatment
ofAIDS,
a
complete
blood
count
necessarytodeterminetheconditionofanAIDS
patient.
"Iinmate,
do notthatfeel,he‘sfrombeenwhatgetting
I‘ve been
toldtreat—by
thement,"
proper
Gardnersaid.
Since
thea complete
disease attacks
the immune
sys—
tem,
only
blood
count
will
reveal
thebloodstream.
number of infection—fighting cells in the4
Police ChiefDennis Blasssaidthathewas

Don‘t Miss Our
"Halloween From Hell Party"
October 31, 1992

5¢ Draft
9:00 pm — Midnight
Nashville‘s Newest Bar
Open. Noon til 3:00 am, 7 days a week
249 Hermitage Ave. «Nashville, IN
(615) 256—2657
Advertising in TIN — It‘s Good Business!
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liecord AIDS Month
Reported in Arkansas
Coming Out Day
LITTLEROCK(AP)—AIDS through Sept. 25, was 2,026. Forty
by David Mabury _ _
up one side of me and down the
and the virus that causes it are on percent, or 836 people, have de—
Editor of Triangle Rising
other," Holder said. "I had to hold
the increase in Arkansas.
veloped AIDS.
the phone out from my ear."
"The epidemic is moving very Thomasson said that, as far as (Reprinted from the Oct. ‘92 Wright said Clinton believes the
rapidly into rural populations, health officialsknow, anyone with Triangle
Rising)
government should get out of
youngerpopulations, heterosexual the HIVviruseventuallywill have
Americans‘ private lives, and a
populations and non—white popu— AIDS.
There was no Coming Out Day public proclamation of Coming
lations," said Bruce Thomasson, "There is nothing to indicate proclamation
from Gov. Bill Out Day would run counter to that
administratorof the state Health they will not, but the progression Clinton, according
belief.
E
Department‘s AIDS surveillance of that disease can be slowed by Gay & Lesbian toTaxArkansas
Force.
Holder said he believes Wright
unit.
treatment," he said.
board chair Ted Holder. was trying to provoke a public con—
September statistics from the The increaseinArkansasAIDS —(AGLTF)
Holder faxed a letter Sept. 11 frontation with AGLTF in order to
departmentshowarecord50cases cases is expected to continue, ac— to Phyllis Anderson of the distance the Clinton campaign
of acquired immune deficiency cordingtoLarryDearmon, spokes— governor‘s
in the state Capi— from the Lesbian and Gay com—
syndrome. The cases represent man for the Regional AIDS Inter— tol. Holderoffice
received a telephone munity. Clinton used much the
about a 50% increase over the 34 faithNetworkbasedinLittle Rock. call Sept. 15 from Betsy Wright, same tactic against Rev. Jesse
cases in August 1990.
"Lots of people are coming director of research at the Clinton Jackson to placate conservative
"The numbers keep going up backto the state from bigger cities presidential
& white voters.
every month, and it seems that no across the country. They are com— "She just campaign.
put on cleats and ran
Efforts continued to get the
one is changing their behavior. ingbackto ‘BigTown‘ and ‘Little
Everyone thinks it‘s a Gay thing Town,‘ Arkansas, for their fami—
or a San Francisco thing. They lies to care for them," Dearmon
don‘t seem to realize it‘s in their said.
own back yard," Thomasson said: The rate of 8.5 AIDS cases per
Ofthe state‘s 75 counties, only 100,000Arkansasresidents is 28th
ther now publicly on Gay rights
two— Clay and Franklin— have among the 50 states and District Time to
issues
than any other nominee—ap—
not reported cases ofHIV.
ofColumbia. The rate inWashing—
and it is coming back to
"It‘s not because they‘re not ton D.C. is the highest in the na— Wear Cleats « parent,"
haunt
him.
Those so—called
there," Thomasson said. "Wejust tionat 132.5 per 100,000residents.
by
David
Mabury
"Reagan
Democrats"
the governor
haven‘t found them yet."
The lowest rate, 0.2, belongs to
so
assiduously
courts
are moder—
The number of HIV cases in North Dakota.
Take
another
look
at
the
above
ate—to—conservative
and
scared
Arkansasreported fromJune 1983
article. ...You see an article about shitless of blacks, homosexuals

IIIll-III.lI‘lI‘lIIlIl/IIIIIIIIII

New AIDS Clinic to Open in
Washington County
Reprintedfrom Triangle Rising
TheWashington County Public Health Center in Fayetteville will
open a clinic Nov. 1 for people with HIV and AIDS, according to the
Associated Press.
About 2,000 people in the county of about 114,000 are believed to
be infected with HIV, according to Rick Johnson, administrator of the
healthcenter.Aboutfive HIVcases arediagnosed inWashingtonCounty
each month.
The HIV/AIDS clinic will be housed in the center‘s former garage,
The county advanced the clinic about $60,000 for construction costs
andexpectstobe reimbursedby the State Health DepartmentofHealth.

&-Lesblan
Contact Service
This is a club offered to all Mid—South Gay men &
~\women. A discreet, safe, and easy way to meet and
enjoyotherswith likeinterest. Forlessthan50¢ aday,
youwill receiveacodedvoice messagecenterofyour
own. You may leave your message, listen to others‘
messages, or leave an answer to your message.
Receive a\wthly newsletter with all members
Gay

messages listed.
To join, call 34

©2270 message 310
Sl

876 for recorded message 342—
hours.
f
\
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proclamation, but to no avail.
Holder said he had contacted
Clinton campaign officials George
Stephanopoulos, David Wilhelm
and David Mixner urging them to
reconsider Clinton‘s position on
the document.
Bob Hattoy of Los Angeles, the
man who spoke on his life with
AIDS at the Democratic National
Convention, said Oct. 5 he would
work to convince the governor to
issue the proclamation. Hattoy, an
environmental advisor at the
Clinton campaign and a personal
friend of Clinton‘s, was in town to
help prepare the governor for the
presidential debates.

nated hitter will take the opportu—
nity to bash us publicly.
And so we are faced with a di—
lemma. Do we go public with our
disappointment and anger, or do
we stay quiet? If we confront
Clinton, then Betsy gets to put on
her cleats. Ifwe don‘t, Clinton and
his proxies learn they can ignore
us safely.
I say damn the torpedoes. If the
ongoing efforts to secure a procla—
mation are unsuccessful, the task
Force should make a formal state—
ment of some kind...

Gay and Lesbian activists who are and anyone else who appears to
learning some tough lessons about threaten their placid lives. Clinton
presidential politics, among other needs to put some distance be—
things.
tween himself and our community
[If you can, refer to] ...the June to make them happy. If we con—
edition of the Triangle Rising. The front him about the proclamation,
front—page story by Eric Camp is at a press conference or some other
headlined "Clinton Endorses Sod— public venue, Wright or a desig—
omy Law Repeal; Betsy Wright
Need Extra Money? Who Doesn‘t?
Urges Community to Speak Up."
So we spoke up. AGLTF asked
The Triangle Journal News needs an advertising sales
the governor‘s office to issue a
representative to call on potential clients in the Little Rock area.
proclamation for Coming Out
Commission paid on all ads.
Day. Wright, who works not at the
For more information, call (901) 454—1411
governor‘s office but at the cam—
paign office, was the one who re—
~R
plied. In the inimitable words of
Ted Holder, "Shejust put on cleats
Greenwood
and ran up one side of me and
down the other."
Now, here are the tough lessons
Hollow Ridge
we are to learn from this episode:
* Clinton needed us in the pri—
mary campaign. He does not
Ozark Bed & Breakfast
need us now. The national Gay
and Lesbian community is a large,
wealthy and active group within
Exclusive Resort for
the Democratic Party, and he
worked hard to woo us away from
Men & Women
more Gay—friendly candidates like
Paul Tsongas and Jerry Brown.
Hot Tub
The primaries are over, Tsongas
_ Country Club Privileges
and Brown are obscure footnotes
in political science textbooks and
Clinton does not need to worry
about us anymore. Who else could
Rt 4 Box 155
we possibly vote for?
Eureka Springs, AR 72632
* Wright is trying to provoke
a confrontation. As she said in the
(501) 253—5283
f
June issue, "Clinton has gone far—
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Congress Appropriates
KRinters Ink
$20M for Vaccine
of people already infected with the
HIV virus.
But some U.S. representatives op—
posed the $20 million grant for ex—
panded testing.
A spokesman for Rep. John
Dingell, D—Mich., said including the
money in the 1993 defense appropria—
tions bill circumvented the legislative
authority of the Energy and Com—
merce Committee that deals with the
drug industry. Dingell chairs that
committee.
The AIDS Action Council in
Washington, D.C., said it supports
research at MicroGeneSys, but said
the legislation might prevent any of
the $20 million from being used for
trials of drugs that may turn out to be

more promising.
"We believe that it should be left
to the discretion of the scientists in
the Defense Department as to where
these resources might best be spent,"
said Daniel Bross, executive director
of the AIDS Action Council.
MicroGeneSys executives would
not comment on whether the appro—
priation will speed construction of a
proposed $36.5 million production
plant in Meriden. The project has been
delayed by uncertainty over when the
FDA might approve the vaccine.

AIDS Foundation Says Marine
Response to Ad is "Inane"
By Richard Lorant
Associated Press Writer

—

dation to stop its use of the emblem
in a July 15 letter by Maj. K.H. Win—
ters, an assistant staffjudge advocate.
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — The
Use of the emblem "could create
San Francisco AIDS Foundation isn‘t the inference that the Marine Corps
retreating in its battle with the U.S. is somehow partially responsible for
Marine Corps over using the service‘s the spread of AIDS in the San Fran—
eagle, globe and anchor emblem in cisco area" and "could be viewed as
an ad.
tacit approval of homosexuality in the
The Marines want to kill the ad, Marine Corps," Winters said. The
which features a model with the Ma— military bars homosexuals.
rine emblem tattooed on his arm.
In a second letter Aug. 11, Win—
"‘The few, the proud, the ignorant‘ ters said he would refer the matter to
seems to be the Marine Corps motto the U.S. attorney general for legal
for addressing AIDS," Pat Christen, action if the ad ran again.
the foundation‘s executive director,
Christen said the federal statute
said at a news conference Sept. 29 banning unauthorized use of the em—
announcing the ad‘s continued use.
biem referred only to commercial use
"In the midst of the most devas— — not a campaign to raise public
tating epidemic of our time ... the awareness.
Marines saw fit to send us a cease and
— The ad campaign‘s director, Les
desist order for our AIDS prevention Pappas, said the Marines‘ ire over the
ad," she said. "We find the Marines‘ emblem‘s appearance on a purported
response to our ad silly at best, lethal homosexual shows it cannot think
at worst."
clearly when it comes to preventing
The Marine Corps is considering AIDS in its ranks.
legal action against the foundation for
He said the foundation did not look
what the Marines consider an unau— for a model with a military tattoo —
thorized and inappropriate use of the but acknowledged the presence of a
eagle, globe and anchor emblem.
tattoo helped get the message out to a
The ad appeared in the magazine cross—section of the gay community.
section of a local Sunday newspaper.
"The only role it plays is that it
The ad is aimed at persuading helps give us a range or variety of
sexually active people to get tested for people .... People have tattoos.
the AIDS virus. It features photo— © They‘revery popular. now,” Pappas
graphs of four embracing couples — said.
one ofthem heterosexual another Les—
Christen said she was unsure at
bian — shot nude from the waist up. first which ad the Marines were pro—
A man‘in oneof the Gay couples § testing
has a Marine tattoo on his upper arm.
She said the legal threat was in—
The Marine Corps urged the foun— timidating, but added publicity over
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Custom Laser—Printeo Christmas Caros— 10¢ Ea.
Buy your own Christmas cards and let us customize them for you.
[$5 set—up charge includes first 20 cards.]

Carl 454—1411
Arcen CooK & Jorn StitweLL, owners

Police Use Code
to Warn of HIV
TULSA, Okla. (AP) — The state
epidemiologist worries that a special
code the Tulsa Police Department is
using to identify HIV carriers will lull >
officers into a false sense of security.
AIDS activists fear it will stigmatize
PLWAs needing help.
Tulsa police began using the code
recently to alert officers by radio that
a victim or suspect may be carrying
the virus that causes AIDS.
"I would hope that any time po—
lice have potential exposure to blood,
that they‘re taking appropriate precau—
tions, whether they think the person
is HIV—positive or not," said Paul
Zenker, the state epidemiologist.
"To think they‘re going to know
when they‘re dealing with an HIV per—
son, they may take precaution for that
person but not for other people. A lot of
people who are infected don‘t know
they‘re infected, or they may know but
others might not," Zenker said.
Tulsa police use a mix of normal
conversation and so—called "10" codes
— such as 10—4 — on radio calls. A
special code was developed to alert
‘officers to take precautions.
Been said the code warns police
without letting other people know
someone has AIDS or the AIDS vi—
rus. "We‘re doing everything we can
to protect the privacy of the person
involved," Been said. .
Tulsa police use high—frequency
radios that most consumer radio scan—
ners can‘t monitor. But some groups,
such as area newspapers and broad—
cast outlets, have scanners and rou—
tinely monitor calls.Jarrett said callers
to 911 occasionally will warn dis—
patchers that a victim or suspect has
the HIV virus.

the dispute could help spread the
campaign‘s message outside of the
San Francisco area.
"I do think we owe them a good
deal of thanks for writing such a su—
perbly inane letter," Christen said.
"It‘s unfortunate that this is the
mechanism by which the message

will get out."
Neither Pappas norr Christen would
say whether the model was an active
or former Marine.
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MERIDEN, Conn. (AP) — Test—
ing would be expanded on an AIDS
vaccine being developed by Meriden—
based MicroGeneSys Inc. ifPresident
Bush signs a bill that contains $20
million for the project.
Early results of tests on the
MicroGeneSys vaccine, known as
VaxSyn HIV—1 or GP—160 works,
suggest it boosts the immune system
of those infected with HIV, the virus
that causes AIDS.
If President Bush approves the al—
location approved by Congress, the
Walter Reed Army Institute of Re—
search in Bethesda, Md., could use the
money to study how well the vaccine
works.
"Congress is recognizing the need
to move forward promptly on treat—
ments for AIDS, and that VaxSyn is
the most—studied vaccine treatment
now undergoing research," said
Franklin Volvovitz, chief executive
officer of MicroGeneSys.
The money will help the company
complete two years of testing to de—
termine the appropriate dosage.
Earlier tests have shown that
VaxSyn is safe for humans. The sec—
ond round of tests, still under way,
will determine how effectively the
vaccine boosts the immune systems

.} WHEN YOU PURCHASE A MOVIE OF
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Magic Says Bush Lied
HONOLULU (AP)—MagicJohn— noting that was more than some.
son says President Bush lied about his
Commission records show that
involvement on the National Commis— Health and Human Services Secretary
sion on AIDS. Johnson responded Oct. LouisSullivan attendedone meetingof
12 to criticisms Bush made about him thepanel almosttwoyearsago. Defense
during the first presidential debate.
SecretaryDickCheneyandformerVet—
Bush said he was "a little disap— erans Affairs Secretary Edward
pointed"inJohnsonbecausehestepped Derwinski, theothertwo Cabinet mem—
downfrom thecommissionafterattend— _ bers ofthe commission, have never at—
ingjust one meeting.
§
tended, aside from a swearing—in
"He says I only went to one meet— ceremony in 1989.
ing. He lied. I went to two," Johnson: —:_
told a Honolulu TV station, KHON,
"—ThePrange
Nett
oRia

‘Live and Let Live‘? Anti—Gay
Measure Rocks Oregon
by David Foster
Associated Press Writer

A Portland hospital‘s chaplain lost his job af—
ter speaking out in favor of the measure. Initiative
opponents, meanwhile, blame the climate created
by Measure 9 for an increase in Gay—bashing in—
cidents, including a homosexual man and woman
killed Sept. 26 in a fire started by a Molotov cock—
tail in Salem.
As alarmist rhetoric flows from both camps,
Oregonians can pick their paranoia:
— America‘s social fabric is being ripped apart
by immoral sodomites who seek, and all too often
get, official blessing for their corrupt lifestyle so
they can more easily recruit teen—agers into ho—
mosexuality.
Or:
— A powerful cadre of far—right, hate—mon—
gering fundamentalists is trying to turn religious
dogma into public policy, reducing an entire class __
of people to second—class citizens.
If neither extreme quite matches reality, that
— may be just too bad. There‘s no room for compro—
mise — only yes or no in the voting booth.
"Our culture perhaps needs to come to terms
with sexuality," said University of Oregon soci—
ologist Jack Whalen. "But not inthis way. It‘s very
divisive. This is not the kind of debate that people
can benefit from."
Public officials, embarrassed at the erosion of
Oregon‘s reputation as a progressive, tolerant state,
have lined up to denounce Measure 9. But OCA ‘s
message appears to have struck a nerve, especially
. among conservative voters outside Oregon‘s ur—
ban centers.
The Citizens Alliance scored its first victory
in 1988, forcing a statewide vote in which Orego—
nians repealed an executive order by then—Gov.
Neil Goldschmidt that protected homosexuals
from discrimination in state government.
In May, voters in Springfield, a blue—collar tim—
ber town of 45,000, approved an OCA—sponsored
city charter amendment similar to Measure 9.
To put Measure 9 on the statewide ballot, the
Citizens Alliance gathered nearly 137,000 signa—
tures, far more than the 89,000 required.
"While most people don‘t want the government
in their bedroom telling them how to have sex,
they also feel uneasy with the issue of homosexu—
ality," Whalen said. "They ‘re not homophobic, but
they‘re not Gay, and they know nobody who is,
or very few people. They think of it as strange or
unusual behavior."
The Citizens Alliance capitalizes on that un—
easiness.
In one brochure, the OCA tells the fictional
tale ofChuckie and Billy, 12—year—old friends, one
Gay, one confused. Chuckie repeatedly pressures
Billy to try "it" with him.
"But don‘t you think it‘s wrong, Chuckie?"
Billy asks.
£ —>
"How can it be wrong?" Chuckie replies.
"Look. The police chief says it‘s OK. Our teach—
ers say it‘s OK. The newspaper says it‘s OK. Even
the governor says it‘s OK."

SCAPPOOSE, Ore. (AP) — Until recently,
homosexuality simply was not an issue that Crys—
tal Coffey discussed much.
In this little timber town on the Columbia River,
people generally keep to themselves about what
they do in their bedrooms.
"I thought we were pretty much ‘live and let
live‘ out here," said Coffey, who runs the Coun—
try Cloth fabric shop.
Live and let live? Not these days in Oregon.
Whether they like it or not — and many do not
— Oregonians have been shoved to the forefront
of the national debate between Gay rights activ—
ists and their fundamentalist Christian opponents.
A precedent—setting initiative called Measure
9 on Oregon‘s Nov. 3 ballot would amend the state
constitution to declare homosexuality "abnormal,
wrong, unnatural and perverse" and ensure that
homosexuals could not be considered a minority
eligible for protection under anti—discrimination
laws.
"This is very, very terrifying," said Suzanne
Pharr, a spokeswoman for the Portland—based No
on 9 campaign. "This is the first time in history
that a constitution would be amended to take away
rights rather than to extend rights."
Measure 9 supporters see it differently.
"Here is a clear line in the sand," said Lon
Mabon, head of the Oregon Citizens Alliance, the
initiative‘s sponsor. "Family values, a traditional
understanding of right and wrong — these things
are decaying. Measure 9 is an attempt to erect an
outer limit.
"Either we are going to view homosexuality
as a clean, normal thing that we‘ll teach our chil—
dren, or we‘ll view it as we have for 200 years —
as something we want our children to avoid."
Measures to limit Gay rights also are being
considered in Colorado, Portland, Maine, and
Tampa, Fla.
;
But Oregon‘s initiative goes the furthest. State
and local governments would be forbidden from 1
doing anything to "promote, encourage or facili—
tate homosexuality, pedophilia, sadism or masoch—
ism." Public schools would be required to "assist
in setting a standard" recognizing homosexuality
as abnormal.
Such strong language is part of a growing con—
servative backlash to Gay rights victories nation—
wide.
California Gov. Pete Wilson signed a bill Sept.
25 making California the seventh state to outlaw
job discrimination against homosexuals. On Sept.
30, County commissioners in Salt Lake City
banned discrimination based on sexual orientation
in hiring county workers or providing government
services.
Then there‘s Oregon.
Supporters say Measure 9 is intended only to
prevent homosexuals from gaining special rights.
But opponents predict that openly Gay teachers
would be fired, books mentioning homsexuality
banned from public libraries, and AIDS preven—
tion programs hobbled.
"We believe the anti—Gay campaign in Oregon
is a test case for homophobic initiatives around
the country," said Robert Bray, spokesman for the
National Gay and Lesbian Task Force.
The debate over Measure 9 grows more bitter
by the day. Vandals have broken into No on 9
offices, while the symbol that Hitler‘s Nazis forced | R
homosexuals to wear, pink triangles, have been
painted on or near the homes of Measure 9 sup—
porters.
§
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We Can‘t Afford To
Pride is a non—profit organization dedicated
to increasing community awareness of
gay and lesbian issues. We appreciate the
overwhelming emotional support we have
received from the straight and gay
communities. However, our community
awareness programs cost money. We need
your financial support to continue showing
our PRIDE at community events and _
expanding community awareness. So please,
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a can
donationtoday
that
those
the closet doorforeveryone
tomorrow!
Weopen
welcomeyourcalls
to
find
outmore
about PRIDE. 889—6713
Please send donations to:
Pride Fund Committee
P.O. Box 41653
Nashville, TN 37204
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The group has also promoted sta—
tistics saying homosexuals are respon—
sible for over half of all child
molestations, citing "national stud—
Gay Rights Proposal
ies." But a recent study done at
members of the Equal Protection Children‘s Hospital in Denver
By Peggy Lowe .
Campaign, the group founded to op— showed that a child is 100 times more
Associated Press Writer
pose Amendment 2 on the Novem— likely to be molested by a family
member than by a homosexual.
DENVER (AP) — When the Den— ber ballot.
The proposal, petitioned onto the
While recent polls show Amend—
— ver City Council passed a Gay rights
measure nearly two years ago, Tina ballot by CFV, would prohibit the ment 2 failing, EPOC and others say
Scardina thought she could rest easy. state or any political subdivision from the measure, and a similar one in Or—
Maybe, she thought, she could buy passing any civil rights laws protect— egon, are proof that the conservative
a home in Denver and settle down ing Gays, Lesbians or bisexuals. The religious groups are gaining political
without fearing she would be discrimi— plan would also outlaw similar mea— clout.
sures already on the books in Den—
CFV, which calls. itself a
nated against because she is a Lesbian.
grassroots organization, has been as—
But less than a month after the pro— ver, Boulder and Aspen.
In addition, the amendment would sisted in its campaign by powerful
posal was approved on Oct. 15, 1990,
the opposition began again to hack nullify existing anti—discrimination national groups. Those include the
away at the law. Then a statewide policies based on sexual orientation California—based Traditional Values
movement began, authored by Colo— that have been adopted by any state Coalition; Focus on the Family, an
rado for Family Values, a Colorado agency. It would also prevent adop— international radio ministry based in
tion of any state or local statute that Colorado Springs; High Flight Foun—
Springs group.
Now, after two years of fighting prohibits discrimination based on dation, an evangelical organization
conservative groups, the 31—year—old sexual orientation. The measure founded by the late astronaut James
Scardina says she‘d just like to have would not affect any such plans Irwin; and Phyllis Schafley‘s Eagle
Forum.
a life. She uses words like "angry," adopted by private companies.
CFV gathered 16,000 more signa—
CFV is simply part of the national
"exhausting" and "tiring" to describe
tures than needed to place the mea— religious right movement, the new
the "fight for our status as people."
"There has been a constant, con— sure on the ballot, arguing that Gays "poligion," as EPOC campaign man—
ager Judy Harrington calls it. The
stant struggle. There has not been a and Lesbians aren‘t truly minorities.
CFV argues that businesses would groups are "using Gay—bashing to raise
time that the Gays and Lesbians of
Denver have been comfortable with be hurt by the law because it would money" for their causes, she said.
increase costs and compel them to hire
"It‘s groups that consciously dis—
the law. It‘s always being tested by
homosexuals. Gays and Lesbians are ~ dain the separation of church and state
the radical right," she says.
Scardina, along with her partner, already the most affluent class in and work actively in the political
arena to get their Biblical beliefs into
Tea Schook, 37, also of Denver, are America, the group claims.
Colorado Voters To Decide

public policy," Harrington said.
Carol Anderson of the Gay and
Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation
in Los Angeles fought much the same
battle in California as EPOC is fight—
ing here. She said the religious right
is attacking Gays and Lesbians be—
cause they are the only group "still
acceptable to hate."
"They breed hatred and fear and
they use hatred and fear to raise
money," she said.
a
Others have argued that the mea—
sure would harm those citizens who
treasure local control over their com—
munities. In an editorial urging vot—
Oregon‘s Measure 9
continuedfrom page 22
a natural act. The Bible doesn‘t con—
done it, and if the Good Lord doesn‘t
condone it, I don‘t condone it."
Sceappoose is a difficult place to be
openly homosexual.
"In a community like this, Lesbi—
ans and Gays don‘t exist," said Marcy
Westerling, a Lesbian who says she
came out of the closet only because
she felt Measure 9 forced her to take
a stand against bigotry and ignorance.
"I feel like I‘m conspiring with
them if I keep silent," Westerling said.
"They say we eat feces, that we se—
duce children, that we have 50 mil—
lion sex partners in an evening. None
of that represents my life, nor that of

ers to vote no on Amendment 2, the
Rocky Mountain News called it "a bad
idea."
"Quite simply, Amendment 2
would strip home—rule communities
of local control over how to address
homosexual rights. Or rather, the
amendment would impose a decision
on them,"the News wrote.
Although Scardina and Schook
just bought a home here, they say they
may consider moving out of Colorado
if Amendment 2 passes. The climate,
they say, will encourage Gay—bash—
ing and hate.

any others I know."
In the end, what decides Measure
9 in places like Scappoose may be
how voters balance their wariness of
homosexuality with another conser—
vative tradition: Mind your own busi—
ness.
A statewide poll released in late
September by Portland television sta—
tion KPTV showed the measure fail—
ing 57% to 27%. But the OCA‘s
Mabon notes that polls taken before
the group‘s 1988 referendum showed
that measure losing by a wide mar—
gin, too.
"When people are polled, they‘re
simply afraid to tell where they stand,"
Mabon said. "But they‘ll let it be
known in the voting booth."
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Letters to the Editor
Policy
The Triangle Journal News wel—
comes lettersfrom its readers. Let—
ters should be as short aspossible
and typed, if possible. All
letters are subject to editing for
clarity, spelling, punctuation, and
grammar. All letters must be
signed, but names will be withheld
if requested. Anonymous letters
will not be published. Send your
letters to The Triangle Journal
News, P.O. Box 11485, Memphis,
TN 38111—0485.

Courting of
Gay Business
Questioned
Recently, a lot of media coverage
has been given to "mainstream" com—
panies who are now turning to Gay
publications to market the Gay com—
munity. At first I thought this was
absolutely terrific. They are recogniz—
ing us for our importance as a viable
group. My second thought though was
are they just recognizing us for our
money? Many large corporations are
scrambling to stay afloat during se—

vere economic times and are branch—
ing out to market any group with
spending power. The national Gay
community is a logical direction. But
remember the age—old advice—Be—
ware of wolves in sheep‘s clothing.
Do these companies actually sup—
port our lifestyle and should we get
excited that they are turning to Gay—
oriented media to attract us? Several
considerations come to mind. Do
these "mainstream" companies recog—
nize domestic partnerships and do
they extend benefits to the partners of
homosexual employees? Do these
"mainstream" companies support,fi—
nancially orotherwise, legislation that
would prohibit discrimination based
upon sexual orientation?
It‘s one thing to market the Gay
community but it‘s another to actu—
ally support it. I‘m certainly NOT
suggesting that Gay media refuse ad—
vertising for this reasori. The fact does
remain that by placing ads in Gay ori—
ented publications, "mainstream"
companies have taken a huge step
forward. What I am saying is that we,
the Gay community, should be cau—
tious of who is vying for our dollars.
When economic conditions improve,
will these "Mainstream" companies
remain with the Gay community?
Randall R. Heinitz
The Natl Gay Referral Network
Palm Springs, CA

voting booth. The next time you pay

Reader Opposes a cover charge to Mr. Stewart, con—
sider this: You are Gay—bashing just
continued ﬁom page 2
son felt compelled to resign his posi—
tion on the President‘s Commission
on AIDS? How dare you, Tommy
Stewart? How dare you and shame on
you.
Now some may try to say that this
is yet another salvo in the infamous
bar wars in Memphis because I am a
former employee of a rival bar. I am
no longer employed at that bar, but I
remain close friends with the owners,
who by the way have made contribu—
tions to the Clinton/Gore campaign
and who do actively support the pro—
Gay policies of Mr. Clinton. No, my
connection to Mr. Stewart‘s competi—
tors is not a relevant issue and I raise
it only because that is what Mr.
Stewart will claim. Anyone who looks
at Mr. Stewart and his support for Mr.
Bush will be as repelled and disgusted
by him regardless ofpersonal feelings
as I am, and I call on all Gay
Memphians to punish Mr. Stewart for
his Gay—bashing must be punished.
How can we punish Mr. Stewart?
The answer is obvious. We must pun—
ish Mr. Stewart through the only thing
he and his ilk understand—their wal—
lets. I am, therefore, urging each
member of the Mid—South Gay com—
munity to boycott all businesses
owned by Tommy Stewart: Reflec—
tions, J—Wags, and Star Search Vid—
eos. You must not give him another
penny of your money, because if you
do, youare supporting not only Mr.
Stewart, but you are also supporting
Mr. Robertson, Mr. Buchanan, and
Mr. Bush just as surely as if you pull
the lever for the Republicans in the
24—The Triangle Journal News — November 1992
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the same as if you were beating a Gay
man or woman in the street with a
baseball bat.
We must express our outrage at
Mr. Stewart‘s behavior, and only
through economic means can we send
the signal that we will not tolerate any
longer Gay—bashing from any corner,
most of all from within or own ranks,
and that we will deal harshly with
In Defense

continued from page 2
What about medical care?
Many years ago (I believe it was
in a college speech class), it was
pointed out that the use of all—inclu—
sive terms like "everybody knows (fill
in the blank with a statement you sup—
port)," or "anyone who supports (fill
in the blank with a doctrine you hate)"
presents a weak argument.
While I agree with Mr. Burton‘s
contention that the Clinton—Gore
ticket is one which Gay people should
embrace, it is irrational to label all
Republicans as Gay—bashers. It is even
more irrational to assume that all self—
declared Gay Republicans are ac—
tively working against the Gay
community.
With regard to anti—Gay crimes ris—
ing during the Republican adminis—
tration, let‘s remember that 12 years
‘ago hate crimes were not even re—
ported. I don‘t think we can accurately
attribute a rise in anti—Gay violence
to the Republican Party. To say that
"Republicans have allowed Gay—
bashing to become respectable" is no
more accurate than to say that the
Democratic Congress has allowed the
same thing. Some could argue that the
Aon
rotath

Welcome !
Welcome to Nashville. It‘s great
to have a listening ear here now.
Thank for your inclusion of our—
selves in your publication. We have
already put up a paper rack in our
building for the Triangle Journal.
Again, our thanks.
é
PS: Gary is doing great in the P.R.
Jack Gregory
Dayspring Christian Fellowship
Nashville, TN

For Har As You Dart
DaABBLES Hair Co.
10 N. Coorfr
7250521

Help!
Help!! I am looking for a copy of
the Salvation Army song that TTP
used to do at J—Wags several years
ago. Miss TTP has lost her copy.
Please help me locate a copy of this
song. It is for a benefit show. If you
know of anyone who may have a copy
or who Knows someone that might
have a copy please call me and leave
a message at my home.
Dixie Alexander
358—1643
Memphis, TN

OPEN

WE CARE —

[Editors note: The song re—
ferred to in this letter is "Saved"
byLaverne Baker on theAtlantic
label. Hope this helps some. From
Lady A: Fannie Flagg also re—
corded a Salvation Army Song.]
those who do. We must show Mr.
Stewart that we regard his support of
Bush as nothing less than criminal, as
a personal affront to every Gay per—
son, and as an insult to the memory
of the hundreds who have in this city
alone died of AIDS—related diseases.
Together we must stand against
Mr. Stewart and any other Gay who
supports persecution and bashing,
who by their support, are bigots and
bashers themselves.

AIDS MINISTRY
We offer spiritual
guidance, medical and
social services information,
and counseling.
Holy Trinity Community Church
726—9443

fact that there is more anti—Gay vio—
lence is directlyattributable to a back—
lash caused by our own increased
visibility. Did not anti—Black violence
increase during the civil rights
struggles of the 60s?
Mr. Stewart runs several success—
ful businesses. They are successful
because he provides places were Gay
people can meet, socialize, and enjoy
themselves. We do not agree with the
oft—verbalized epithet that Gay bar
owners only "take" from the Gay
community and never give anything
back. Stewart‘s own history negates
this. He has staged a number of ben—
efits for ATEAC (now Friends for
Life) and for the Gay and Lesbian
Community Center. He has person—
ally contributed hundreds, if not thou—
sands, of dollars to these
organizations. He has even allowed
voter registration drives in his bar
knowing full well that most registered
there would be Democrats.
We feel that the proper approach
on issues of politics is to use what—
ever skills you possess to change a
person‘s mind, notto attack them pub—
licly and urge an economic boycott.
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Book Review
Gay(s)language by H. Max
Reviewed by Gary Coughlan
TJN Entertainment Editor

"69" and S&M are (and they are also in this
concise dictionary) but you can also discover
if you don‘t know or are unsure what a Sugar
So you consider yourself an aware, alert Mama, a Baby Butch and a Stool Pigeon
Gay or Lesbian but how much Gay slang are. Have you been called a Twinky and
do you really know? Everyone knows what wondered exactly what they meant?
a Queen is, but what‘s a Potato Queen or a Gay(s)language can help you find out.
Rice Queen? And if someone says you‘ve
Lucky Pierre, Hershey Highway and
been "Cottage Crawling," do you take of—
Hairy Mary are here as well as Kowtow
fense or not?
Chow, Raw Jaws and Samurai Sword. You
A really good book to help you decide know what a Fruit is, but what is a Fruit
these weighty matters is Gay(s)language by Salad, a Fruit Fly or a Vegetable? If you
H. Max. The unusual title emphasizes that just think a Turtleneck Sweater is something
this dictionary is actually both "Gays lan— to wear, you need this 50—page dictionary
guage" and "Gay slanguage." The entries to aid you.
reflect all aspects of our community—
Along with the dictionary section is an
clever, witty, sophisticated as well as bitter,
appendix of other books which can be or—
cruel and some self—hate, in the words of — dered such as Profiles Encourage, Cass and
the author: "the bitterness of an alienated, the Stone Butch, Fairy Tales Mother Never
despised, and oppressed minority" which he Told You and The Gay of Cooking Cook—
compares to other minorities who have their book.
f
own slang and ways of talking.
Gay(s)language is available locally from
Everyone knows what KY lubricant, Meristem for $4.95.

Buy any of Lily‘s classic videos!
Buy the entire collection and
receive FREE as a bonus a piece
of the woman we all adore:
‘A lock of Lily‘s hair captured
forever in a crystal inspired
plastic pendant. Be the envy
of all your friends!! Not

ovailcgle in any Jewelry
Store anywhere!!
While supply lasts.

Hagar,”00
ANCEs

Video Review
Desire
Reviewed by Gary Coughlan
TJN Entertainment Editor

in human terms the ever increasing repres—
sion of the Nazis. Many Gays and Lesbians
married each other in order to stay out of a
concentration camp. Nazis frowned on
women smoking or drinking and hated
Black music.
An old man, a teen—age Gay when Hitler
comes to power, tells how his organization
was incorporated into the Hitler Youth and
how his own mother counseled him about
his homosexuality in order to spare him from
the Gestapo. This man also describes what
the Gestapo did to him when he was once
picked up for questioning.
Gays and Lesbian suffered the highest
death rate except for the Jews under the
Nazis. And sadly, Jewish and political pris—
oners in the concentration camps looked
down on Gays and Lesbians and vice versa.
Desire contains many moments ofbeauty
and terror. Come and see it at 7:30pm, on
Friday, Nov. 20 at the Community Center‘s
Video Night. The address is 1665 Madison.
This video is also available locally at Star
Search Video.

Desire is subtitled "Sexuality in Germany
1910 to 1945" and it takes a probing look at
sexual extremes practiced during that time
_ with a special emphasis on Gays and Les—
bians living in Germany during this period.
The extremes range from the Cabaret pe—
riod of the 1920s when "anything goes" was
the prevailing philosophy to the chilling ter—
ror used against Gays and Lesbians by the
Nazis. It was in the Nazi concentration
camps that Gay males and Lesbians were
forced to wear pink triangles and black tri—
angles respectively.
Using a documentary approach, this 1989
video interviews Gestapo victims, histori—
ans, political activists, actors and AIDS
counselors to capture this lost era, much of
it deliberately destroyed by the Nazis. Old
«lent movies and stunning black and white
photographs show beautifully the male and
female ideal that held sway in Germany
before the 1920s. Drawings, statues, pictures Water Bearer Films
of Gay and Lesbian bars of the time and the
_ deceptively childlike Nazi poster series for . Releases Looking
young children also appear.
for Langston
Germany was a pioneerin the idea of gay
Water Bearer Films, under an exclusive
rights and much is discussed about Magnus
Hirschfeld and his Institute of Sexual Sci— agreement with Jane Balfour Films of Lon—
ence. In many ways this video reminds one don, has licensed the home video rights to
of America now when Gays and Lesbians Isaac Julien‘s previously unavailable film,
have never been so visible, positive and LookingForLangston. The video marks the .
open. But then on the horizon a group ap— sixth release in Water Bearer Films line of
pears with its own set of "family values" "Festival Favorites" targeted for the Gay and
and it almost utterly wiped out the entire Lesbian community.
Synopsis
Gay and Lesbian culture and it has not re—
Langston Hughes is considered
covered to this day. In the 1920s and 1930s
for instance, there were about 50 Lesbian America‘s premiere Afro—American poet.
bars in Berlin. Today there are 5 or 6, one Writing during the time of the Harlem Re—
naissance, Hughes was able to capture the
interviewer tells us.
f
Old memories come alive again of the mood and texture of the first great cultural
happy 1920s for an elderly Lesbian and the ascension of the Afro—American movement
despair shows in her face whenshe shows in this country. Today, Hughes‘ work is re—

<€
Order classic Lily Tomlin videos including her Broadway Hi,
‘THE SEARCH FOR SIGNS OF INTELLIGENT LIFE IN THEUNIVERSE"

ORDER BY PHONE TOLL—FREE!
ENTIRE
VIDEO$3.50
COLLECTION
$120.00
valuevideo.$140.00)
Postage
& Handling
forsalesIst tax.video/$1.50
for each(Retail
additional
1—800 GET—LILY
CA
Residents
add
applicable
FAX:
7. DAYS1—800
A WEEKHAD—LILY
+ 24 HOURS A DAY OTHER GENUINE CELEBRITY ARTIFACTS AVAILABLE.
SEND TO: P. 0. BOX 27759, LOS ANGELES, CA 90027
quired reading for many public and private commentaryon white racism in the 1930s."
schools across the nation.
Vito Russo —The Advocate
Isaac Julien‘s first feature film, Looking
forLangston, pre—dates his most current the— Elton John, George
atrical feature, the critically acclaimed
Young Soul Rebels. Swooning, stylish and —Michael to Duet at
sexy, the film is a musing meditation on the AIDS Benefit
Black poet Langston Hughes. Across its
multi—textured elements, the film reclaims
Langston Hughes as an important Black NEW YORK (AP) — Elton John and
Gay voice in American culture. Enlisting George Michael, who teamed last year on a
the poetry of Essex Hemphill and Bruce remake of John‘s "Don‘t Let the Sun Go
Nugent and dedicated to the memory of Down on Me," will perform that song and
James Baldwin, LookingforLangston is a threeothers at an Oct. 11 AIDS benefit in
lyrical exploration of Black and white Gay Manhattan.
identities. Original footage of the Cotton The pair will duct at the Elizabeth Tay—
Club during the 1920‘s and period blues lor AIDS Foundation show in Madison
numbers set the scene for this examination Square Garden. Their collaboration on the
ofattitudes toward homosexuality then and old John hit, whichwas a Top 10 single last
year, was also a fundraiser for AIDS chari—
now.
Moodily dramatized scenes of Hughes ties.
Michael recently contributed three songs
in a re—imagined Cotton Club are inter—
toRed,
HotandDance, anAIDS fund—rais—
spersed with fascinating archive footage
depicting the Harlem Renaissance period. ing album, and also donated all proceeds
Striking Black and white images pervade from his single "Too Funky" to AIDS
the drama: elegant and atmospheric projects.
smooch—dancing; thesensuousness of the
two lovers holding each other in bed; and Lawyer to Lesbian
Robert Mapplethorpe‘s photos ofbeautiful
to columnist Liz Smith, ac—
Black men, all projected in sharp contrast tressAccording
Conchata
Ferrell whoPlayed an enter—
withthe intrudingreality ofsirens, the threat— tainment lawyer
on TV‘s LA Law, was
ening Ku Klux Klan—like thugs, the police dumped in a cast reshuffle
season. She
and the pounding disco beat of "Can You will reappear as the Lesbianthislover
of John
Feel It?"
Ritter‘s
ex—wife
on
the
new
show
Hearts
"A nostalgicfantasy built aroundBlack Afire. Should be a hoot.
Gay desire and identity...[The film] is
packed with cultural allusion andpolitical
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CLASSIFIED Rates: Personal, non—
commercial ads FREE. Limit of 30 words
(including address or phone number) and
a $2.00 charge for the use ofour P.O. Box.
Please specify ifyou want to use our P.O.
Box. Commercial ads are charged at the
rate of 20¢ per word, $3.00 minimum.
Phone numbers and zip codes are free.
Deadline forads is the 15th ofeach month.

#2

Send to Triangle JournalNews, Box 11485
Memphis, TN 38111—0485. Classifieds
must be submitted in writing and must
includeyournameandatelephonenumber
where you can be reached toverify the ad.
If you would like a copy of the issue
your ad appears in, please send $1.00

WANTED!
Sincere Gay Men for

______________
Announcements

Serious Relationships

ATTENTION ADVERTISERS!! TIN
announcements and classifieds will not

Hear the personal ads——newest first——of

automatically be re—run. Announcements
and classifieds must be re—submitted each
month, in writing, by the 15th of the month.

over 1200 gay men from your choice
of over 120 area codes at:

Bep & Breakeast
Ozark Bed/Breakfast—5 wooded acres of
privacy in a fun vacation area. Exclusive
resort for men & women. Hottub. Country
club privileges. Greenwood Hollow Ridge,
Rt 4 Box 155, Eureka Springs, AR 72632,

95¢/min
900—776—6966
Tone phone required. You must be 18
or older. Calls average 1 — 10 minutes.

(501) 253—5283.

Record your own personal for free at:

800—333—6966

Emproyment
Earn the extra money you need or start

75¢/min
check/m.o.

your own business selling Avon! This is the
90‘s and home—owned businesses are
booming! And if you think Avon is just for
"the girls," NOT! Avon offers a full line of
popular mens products too. Part time orfull

Check for voice mail; get free info at:

708—705—6699

time, youcallthe shots.Ifyouare interested
in the opportunities Avon offers or would
just like to purchase products, please call
(901) 725—5116.

i}sg
only
apply

When asked for anad code enter 438

Massage Services
CALIFORNIA MASSEUR
Treat yourself to a relaxing, rejuvenating
massage from a highly trained and

Sounlluge«

talented professional.
1/2 hours, by appointment, outcall only.
Gift certificates also available.

Matching gay men since 1982
708—991—0693

3—7 pm — Palatine, IL

&

)

f

_

Craig 10 AM — 10 PM (901) 278—9768.
Personas
Are you a Bear, Trucker or Biker type? Are
you looking for a lifetime mate? Then we
need to talk! I am 62", 285#, brown hair,
hazeleyes. Iamnotinterested insomeone
who wants to mold me in their image, hang
out with "just the right people"or any crap
like that. I want a no nonsense man. I like

Attention

Gay and Lecbian
.
GCusiness

Owners

_

Ame

Catt

(g01)4541411

for

Information

\_
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light B/D, leatherandamvery open—minded
about most things. I LOVE tattoos and
body jewelry. Call anytime and leave a
message, all calls will be returned. Call
Dave at (901) 278—8534.
Attractive GWM, 28, 56", 130#, blond,
graduate student, likes: computers,
altemative music, progressive politics, New :
Age, physical fitness, cute dudes. Write
Jim, Rt. 1 Box 18, Gassville, AR 72635.
Bobby B. forAlliance—Let‘s runaway from
home! Didyousay "Let‘s go Greyhound?"
Signed Mule.
GWM, 37, 5410", 190#, BR/BL, attractive,
masculine, straight—acting, discreet, Quiet,
settled, home—oriented, caring, romantic,
and lonely. Looking for that one special
person who is a GWM, 22—35, attractive &
trim, with similar qualities as mine, & who
lives in Memphis: Please respond with
photo to: Dept. H—11, PO Box 11485,
Memphis, TN 38111—0485.
Hot "daddy," muscular, hung &

very
dominant, seeks another hot, endowed
top to share my young, slim submissive
"boy." If you are good—looking, well—built

_ stud under 40 who enjoys a hot bottom, Very attractive GWM, 21, 5410", 130%,
write: POBox 12403, Memphis, TN38182— seeks young, straight—acting, GWM, 18—
0403.
24, for friendship. (Possible hook—up with
I want to say a special thank you to all of —rightguy.) Replyto: POBox411, Collierville,
Michael Frost‘s friends and my friends, for TN 38027—0411.
the love and care.they have shown me
Roommate
through suchhardtimes—Randy Chesley. Roommate wanted to share Mid—town
Is there afantasy you have always wanted home. $280/mo. All conveniences,
fulfilled? I may be yourwilling participant. including cable, hot tub. No drugs, no
Single or group activity is mostwelcomeas drunks. Please call: (901) 276—8161.
long as it is safe. I am a GWM, considered
attractive, looking for the same. Discretion
a must. Reply to: Dept. G—11, PO Box
11485,. Memphis, TN 38111—0485 with
details.
f
Leland D.—Don‘t worry, Michael will be
O.K. Janet will do another black cat and
LaToyawillpose again, Yourtop40 lifestyle
isn‘t over yet! Call me a D.Q. you pimple—
assed, fart—sniffing, toe—sucking nelly! Love,
Steve.
Pitin: Feliz aniversario numero Quatro!
Hardto believe, Ain‘tit? Yotequieromucho.
Esteban.
Rural GMCPL wants to correspond with
others who enjoy country living. We like
camping, hiking, boating, organic
gardening, etc. Please no peacocks or
druggies. J.B., Route 3 Box 280 C, Linden, >
TN 37096.
Shaggy—November 4 is a special day for
me. It‘s been 3 years since I first looked into
your eyes. But through good times and
bad, one thing hasn‘t changed. That‘s my
love for you. Thinking ofyoualways...Bam—
Bam.
Two guys need over the knee spanking;
can be top or bottom. Want to form local
spank group. If interested, write to: PO
BOX 40093, Memphis, TN 38174. Picture
Optional.

DON’T MISS
THIS ONE!

f Meetings at Memphis Lambda Center, Inc}
241 N. Cleveland Street
Memphis, TN 38104
(901) 276—7379
Phoenix (Gay Alcoholics Anonymous)
Sunday
8:00 pm Discussion (Open)
Monday
8:00 pm Discussion (Open)
Tuesday
8:00 pm \Twelve Step Study
Wednesday 8:00pm Big Book Study
Saturday
8:00pm Discussion (Open)
(Last Saturday of month is birthday night with speaker.)

Into The Light
(Alcoholics Anonymous — Women Only)
Thursday
Sunday 8:00 pm Discussion (Open)

12 Noon Discussion (Open)
(Business meeting 3rd Sunday of month, Birthdays last Sunday.)

Seriously Sober (Alcoholics Anonymous)
8:00 pm Discussion (Open, but participa—
tion by other than alcoholics/
addicts discouraged.)

Friday

Al—Anon (Co—dependency meeting) _

Call ForInformation

Adult Children of Alcoholics (ACOA)
6:30pm Discussion (Open)

Saturday

*Memphis Lambda Center, Inc. is aprivate organization
.. formedforthe promulgation.and enhancement of Twelve—
Step meetings with a special outreach to the Gay and

Lesbian community.

K
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During election years people seem to become more aware of
hypocrisy than normal. We often accuse many politicians of talking
out of both sides of their mouth. And, if they do, they‘re not alone.

It has been said that our tongues are our own worst enemies.

Very often, people tend to "overlook" their own ability to say one
thing, and do another. Hypocrisy is harmful to the spirit. For instance:
. many avoid finding a church home because they feel unwelcome or
unworthy. They may feel as if they don‘t fit in. And the sad fact is that
humans create this sense of exclusion for one another.

_

In God‘s world, everyone fits in.

We invite you to feel how welcome you are. We aren‘t concerned
with your past, or if you have the "right" clothes, home, or tar. And
neither is He. You‘ll rejoice at how well He fit‘s in your world.

HOLY TRINITY COMMUNITY CHURCH * 2323 MONROE AVENUE * MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE 38104

901/726—9443 ® SERVICES: SUNDAYS 9:45 A.M. 11:00 A.M. & 6:30 P.M. ° WEDNESDAYS 7:30 P.M.
OFFICE HOURS: TUESDAYS, THURSDAYS, AND FRIDAYS: 1 P.M. a4 P.M.

The Gay Memphis Resources
Directory is printed as a public
service, and its listings are free.
Agencies and businesses listed herein
~ have requested to be listed, but have not
been charged. All phone numbers are area
code 901 unless otherwise noted.
ADULT BOOKSTORES
Airport Bookmart: 2214 Brooks Rd E.
# 345—0657.
Cherokee Adult Book Store:
._
2947 Lamar @ 744—7494.
Getwell Book Mart: 1275 Getwell
T 454—7765.
Paris Adult Entertainment Center: 2432
Summer @ 323—2665.
Tammy‘s # 1: 2857 Winchester
T 794—2997.
Tammy‘s # 2: 2220 East Brooks Road
T 396—9050.
Tammy‘s # 3: 1617 Getwell Road
= 7444513.
Tammy‘s # 4: 5937 Summer Avenue
@ 373—5670.
BOOKS & GIFTS
Meristem: Feminist BookStore» 930South
Cooper @ 276—0282.
CARPET CARE / CLEANING
SERVICES
BJ‘s Cleaning Service: @ 726—4211.
King‘s Kleaning Service: Home or Office
© 324—5314.
Lee‘s Carpet Care: Commercial or
Residential, 24—hr. service, free
estimates @ 327—6165.
White Glove Services: Home or Office
B 743—2139.
__COMMUNITY GROUPS
Adult Children of Alcoholics (ACOA):
Center:
Memphis
Lambda
T 276—7379.
Al—Anon (Co—dependency): Memphis
Lambda Center @ 276—7379.
Alliance: Leather/levi club » 4372 Kerwin
Drive, Memphis 38128.
American Gay Atheists (AGA)
Memphis: Box 41371, Memphis
38174—1371.
Black & White Men Together (BWMT):
Box 42157, Memphis 38174—2157
TP 452—5894.
Brothers & Sisters Bowling League:
1161 PoplarAve #15, Memphis 38105
— @ 756—5172.
Catholic Gay Men‘s Support Group

Information & 278—3000.
Lesbians: Farth at
P 324—6949.
Cotton Pickin‘ Squares: Gay/Lesbian
SquareDanceClub—MeetsThursdays,
. TpmPrescottMemorialBaptistChurch,
4267 Richwood, Memphis 38125
r 387—1567 or 753—1507.
* Friends For Life—HIV Resources:
. (FormerlyATEAC): HIV/AIDSService
Organization » Box 40389, Memphis
38174—0389%2278—AIDSor272—0855.
Gay and Lesbian American Indians'
Information & 725—4898.
§
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Veterans of
America Memphis Chapter: For
information: John Prowett, 1517 Court
Ste. 4, Memphls 38104—2402 @ 726—

—.Catholic

1547.
Gay Women‘s Social Group: Debbie
T 458—6558.
Gays On Cleveland Street (GOCS):
Social Group * c/o The Hut, 102 N.
Cleveland, Memphis 38104
B 725—9872.
4
~
HolyTrinityCommunityChurch: Sunday
School: 9:45am; Worship Service:
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Sundays at 11:00am, 6:30pm; Bible Tsarus: Leather—Levi club « Box 41082,
Memphis 38174—1082.
study: Wednesdays at 7:00pm; We
CareAIDSSupport Ministry: Sat. 10am Wings: Social Club» Box 41784, Memphis
38174—1784.
+2323 Monroe » Mailing address: Box
41648, Memphis, 38174—1648 Women of Leather: Box 41322, Memphis
38127—1322.
*T 726—9443.
Integrity Memphis: Meets the 3rd Tue., Young & Proud: Mailing address: Box
41074, Memphis 38174 Z 272—2609.
Dinner, 6:30pm, $3, Meeting 7:00pm »
c/o Calvary Episcopal Church, 102 N.
COMPUTER BULLETIN BOARDS
2nd, Memphis, TN38103@726—4698 Madison Heights: Gay computer bulletin
(Doug Deaver) or 272—1207 (Joe
board + 300 — 2400 baud, Password
Pfeiffer).
"Drummer" @ 272—1216.
Into The Light (Women‘s AA): Memphis North American Bulletin Board
Lambda Center @ 276—7379 or:
Operators Assoc. (NABBOA):
454—1414.
# 794—0646 (Leave message
Lambda Men‘s Chorus: Rehearsals:
requesting membership to group 69).
Tuesdays, 7:30pm, Prescott Memoria! The Personals: Gay computer bulletin
BaptistChurch, 499 Patterson «Mailing
board + 300 or 1200 baud
address: 2058 Young Ave, Memphis
@ 2746713. (You must have a
© 88104 @ 276—4045.
computer and modem to access this
Loving Arms (Volunteers who"love"
service.)
and "hold" babiesatthe Med): Shelia Two‘s Company: Gay computer bulletin
Tankersley, 8591 Greenbrook
boardand computersupport. "Handles"
Parkway, Southaven, MS 38671
accepted.
1200/2400;...baud.
T 393—0983.
T 726—4073.
;
Memphis Center for Reproductive
COUNSELING SERVICES }
Health: 1462 Poplar Ave, Memphis Becky Caperton, MS: Counseling
._ 88104 @ 274—3550.
* Simmons, Kelman & Assoc., 3960
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community
Knight Amold Rd, Suite 316, Memphis
Center (MGLCC): 1665 Madison,
38118 @ 369—6050.
Memphis38104— Mailing address: Box Beth Causey, M.Div.: Pastoral counseling
41074, Memphis38174 @ 276—4651.
@ 278—9554.
¥
Memphis Lambda Center: Meeting place Joel Chapman, PhD: 1835 Union,
for 12—step recovery programs +241 N.
Memphis 38104 @ 726—1284. _
Cleveland (above United Paint Store), K. A. Moss, MS: Midtown Counseling
Memphis 38104 @ 276—7379, 726—
Service, 1835 Union, Suite 101,
6293, 527—1461, or 327—3676.
Memphis 38104 @ 726—4586 » Sliding
Memphis Phone Corps: @ 278—2199 —
fee scale.
David or @ 272—3740 — Tom.
Northeast Mental Health Center:
Memphis State University Students for
T 382—3880.
Gay & Lesbian Awareness (GALA): Susan Taranto, MPS: Individual & group
GALA c/o Office of Greek Affairs, MSU
therapy + Fully Alive! Z 323—2078
38152.
*» Sliding fee scale.
Mid—South Men‘s Council: Box 11042,
FINANCIAL SERvices
Memphis 38111—0042.
Charles Butler, CFP: Financial Planner
Minority Prison Project (MPP): For
@ 767—3661.
information: John
1517 Court — Donald Morgan Bookkeeping and Tax
Ste. 4, Memphis 38104—2402
Service: 3340 Poplar Ave, Suite 305,
@ 726—1547.
Memphis 38111 @ 458—0152.
Mystic Krewe of Aphrodite: Box 41822, Wilma Vandermeer, CPA: Taxes,
Memphis 38174—1822.
accounting services P 726—9082.
National Organization for Women
FLORISTS
(NOW): Box 40982, Memphis 38174—
Flower Market of Memphis: 1523 Union
0982 Ir 276—0282.
Ave., Memphis 38104 @ 274—8103.
New Beginnings (Adult Childrenof
Alcoholics):MemphisLambdaCenter Park East Florist: 6005 Park, Memphis
38119 = 761—2980.
r 276—7379 or 454—1414.
SweetPeas:
111 South Highland 324—
Parents&FriendsofLesbiansGays
6873
and
80
MonroeS@r 25—7775.
(P—FLAG): Box 172031, Memphis
GRAPHICS
38187—2031 # 761—1444.
Phoenix (Gay AA): Memphis Lambda
Center ® 327—2447, 276—7379, or.
Pfeiffer Er 272—1207.
4541414.

Suicide & Crisis Intervention:
~ 274—7477. _
Transvestite—Transexual National
Hotline: (617) 899—2212 (8am—
2am, Mon.—Sat.).
LEGAL SERVICES
Wayne C. Gulledge, Attorney At Law:
Rt. 1, Box255A, Senatobia, MS 38668
(601) 562—8738 or (902) 722—8188.
Susan Mackenzie,AttorneyAtLaw: 100
N. Main, Suite 3310, Memphis 38103
B 525—0417.
Robert Ross, Attorney At Law: 100 N.
Main, Suite 3310, Memphis 38103 @
525—0417.
Kelly Stark, Attorney At Law: 44 N.
Second, Suite 600, Memphis 38103
T 521—9996.
Jocelyn D. Wurzburg, AttorneyAt Law:
1903 LincolnAmericanTower, 60North
Mid—America Mall, Memphis 38103
T 684—1332. _
MASSAGE SERVICES
Bodycare By Jordan: Deep tissue
massage, therapeutic touch and
‘preparation for movement. By
— appointment only Zr 527—2273
Bodyrights:Therapeutic/sportsmassage
by appointment @ 377—7701.
:
Tom Pitman: Rejuvenating full—body

massage byappointment©452—1875
«or Beeper 575—1230.
;
Craig von Graeler: Professional full body
massage by appointment. Please call
10am—10pm @ 278—9768.
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
AccentWith Flowers: Floral School, 1505
S. Perkins, Memphis 38117
@ 683—3007.
DabblesHair Co.: 19N. Cooper, Memphis
38104 @ 725—0521.
Kyla J. Dillard, DVM: Housecall
Veterinarian, 480 PruittRoad, Oakland,
TN 38060 # (901) 465—2699.
For emergency care call
E (901) 372—2215.
David Gairhan: A/C & refrigeration repair
T 274—7011.
Len Glosque: Carpentry Zr 276—0135.
Graffiti Graphics: 5709 Mt. Moriah,
Memphis, TN 38115 # 795—2609.
Great American Cruises, Inc.: Cruise
Travel Agency, Sherman Perkins,
52 N. Second, Memphis 38103
# 525—5302.
Gypsy‘s Vintage Fashions and
Antiques: 2613 Broad Avenue
r 454—0386.
Bob Hughes, MS: Yoga and Relaxation
Classes — r 682—0855.
_John In Charge: Household & office
cleaning, errands, apersonalvdel
T 272—2316.
Printers Ink: Box 11485, Memphis, TN
Kings Interior Painting: Ir 324-5314
38111—0485
©
454—1411.
Inc: Formerincarcerated drug users »
Leatherworks: Leather shop, male &
© 28 N. Claybrook, Suite 1, Memphs Ann Taylor: Resumés, ad campaigns,
female + 1264 Madison, Memphis
letterhead,
etc.,
Memphis,
TN
38104 276—PMAA
38104 = 722—8963.
G 761—2980.
{
Prime—TimersMemphis: Forlnformatm.
TheLimited EditionGallery:Art&Custom
Wildhare
Graphics:
344
North
Watkins,
John Prowett, 1517 Court Ste. 4,
Framing » 826 South Cooper r 722—
Memphis, TN 38104 r 278—8437.
Memphis 38104—2402 r 726—1547.
5501.
HELP & INFORMATION LINES
Riverboat Gamblers
C
Club:
Mid—Town Hair: 1926 Madison, Memphis
Box 40404, Memphis, TN— 38104 AIDS Switchboard: r 278—AIDS.
38104 @ 278—2199.
Gay
&
Lesbian
Hotline:
T 276—99390.
Pet
Care Unlimited: Pet sitting and/or
@ 1—800—285—7431 (24 hr. help &
Seriously Sober (AA): Memphis Lambda
house
sitting by competent, caring
information for Lesbians, Gays
Center B 276—7379 or 454—1414.
couple
&
726—6198.
transvestities, & transexuals)
Southern Country Memphis: Country
Richard‘s Designs: Packaging designs&
Gay
&
Lesbian
Youth
Hotline:
Western
Dance
Club
—
marketing @ 683—6157.
E 1—800—347—TEEN (Thu.—Sun., 7pm
c/oChaps, 111 N. Claybrook, Memphis, —
Sanders
Facilities, Inc.: Catering & party
11:45pm.)
38104 @ 452—2307.
facility
rental Michael Sanders
Transexuals in Prison (TIP): For Gay & Lesbian Switchboard:
T 948—3998.
@ 728—GAYS + 7:30—11pm.
information: John Prowett, 1517 Court
See—S: Portraits & photography
Ste. 4, Memphis 38104—2402 LINC: 2 725—8895.
T 327—3760.
5
Narcotics Anonymous: ? 276—LIVE.
B 726—1547. —
Star Search Video: 1411 Poplar Ave
— Rape Crisis: @528—2161.
T 272—STAR.

Tiger Paw Windshield Repair &
Replacement: Donna Watson
@ 363—4629. 24 hr. phone service.
Tropical Impressions: Pet Shop &
Grooming Salon +3700 S. Mendenhall,
Memphis 38115 @ 794—3047 or 365—
9716.
Video Magic: 1529 Union, Memphis 38104
T 726—6344.
Whittington Tree & Lawn Service:
Sandra & Troy. Whittington
T 685—8410. Free estimates, 24 hr.
service.
MEDIA
Gay Alternative: Radio program, Mon.
6:00—7:00pm, WEVL—FM 90 + Box
41773, Memphis 38174.
Hera Sees: Bi—monthly newspaper
_ published by Hera Sees, Inc. « 1725—B
Madison Avenue, Memphis 38104
@ 276—0543.
Query:
Weekly
newspaper
published by Pyramid Publishing
* Box 40422, Nashville 37204—0422
@ (615) 327—3273.
Triangle Journal News: Monthly
newspaper published by Printers Ink «
Box 11485, Memphis, 38111-0485
© 4541411.
cc
NIGHTCLUBS DINING
Apartment Club: 343 Madrsen
Br 525—9491.
&
Barbaras: 1474 Madison l51'2784313
Chaps: 111:N. Claybrook @ 726—4767.
G. Bellington Rumples: 1819 Madison
P 725—0415.
Hut: 102 N..Cleveland @ 725—9872.%~ ~
J—Wags: 1268 Madison # 725—1909. _‘
Ménage: 1680 Madison # 725—1745.
Oops: 1349 Autumn @ 2721634.
Pipeline: 1382 Poplar @ 726—5263.
Reflections: 92 North Avalon
@ 272—1525.
WKRB in Memphis: 1528 Madison
4 278—9321.
REAL ESTATE SERVICES
Russell Armstrong, Developer, Looney
Developments: 194 Looney Ave,
Memphis 38107 @ 525—3044.
Malone, Affiliate Broker, Merkle and
Associates: 2298 Germantown Rd S.,
Memphis 38138 r 755—2200.
Steve Solomon, Affiiate Broker, Davies—
Sowell, Inc.: 54 S. Cooper, Memphis
38104 @ 2784380.
—
TRIANGLE JOURNAL NEWS —
IS ALSO DISTRIBUTED AT THESE
_ LOCATIONS
Rd Et T 683—9801.
>
‘Memphis and Shelby County Public
Library: 1850 PeabodyEr 725—8800.
P & H Cafe: 1532 Madison Ave
P 2749794.
Squash Blossom Market: 1720 Popla
r 7254823
Tobacco Corner Newsroom: 669
Mendenhall Rd S. 2 682—3326 & 1803
Unm‘a‘7261622

